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Stockpile should last

University closing hinges
on weather and coal strike
By MARK TURNER
Newt Editor
There are no plans to close the
University because of the energy crisis,
according to President J. C. Powell.
"We are not as bad off as some of the
Ohio and Indiana schools who have had
to close down because they don't have
the energy to operate," Powell said.
The possibility of closing the University down has not been discounted,
though.
"It all hinges on the coal strike. If the
weather stays bad and the strike
lingers on we may have to close the
University."

The most likely situation now, would
be having spring break earlier than it is
scheduled or extending the break an extra week.
"We really don't know what we will
be doing next week or two weeks from
now. We're living one day at a time
now," Powell said.
Coal Stockpiles
The problem is not in heating the
University, it is not having enough electrical power.
"We have enough coal stockpiled to
last out the winter if the weather isn't
too bad," said Doug Whitlock.

executive assistant to the President.
Each summer the University bids on
coal for the coming winter season. The
bid usually comes through in July and
the coal is stockpiled in July and
August.
The University purchased 11,000 tons
of coal this summer and had an existing
stockpile of two to three tons, according
to Chad Middleton, director of
Buildings and Grounds.
The University supplies its own heat
from the heating plant next to the Fitzpatrick Building.
In case of a coal shortage on campus,
(see UNIVERSITY, page 14)

Purse thefts plague library studiers
By MARK TURNER
News Editor
A rash of purse thefts has bothered
students using the library recently,
according to John Goolsby, assistant
director of Criminal Investigations and
Crime Prevention.
"There have been six to eight
reported thefts in the past week,"
Goolsby said.
Ernest Weyhrauch, dean of the
Library, said "at least" 12 purses have
been stolen out of the periodicals
section in the last two weeks.
"Students get up and leave their
purses and books on the table when they
go to the stacks or to get a drink. This is
an open invitation to steal," Goolsby
said.
One suspect was chased across
campus by Security Monday but
escaped, he said. So far no one has been
apprehended.
"It's pretty difficult to do anything in
a case like this," Goolsby said.
Many of the purses have been
recovered in garbage cans with only the
money missing.
(pkM> ky DAVE CHESNVTl

On a clear(ed) way
The sunlight brightened up the scenery and cast a shadow on
this student's path as he walked by the Roark Building this

Monday. Monday's sun went into hiding Tuesday, however,
when once again snow filled the sky.

periscope
"Have we got a flu epidemic here at
- Eastern?" Dr. Coles Raymond says
yes—and how. Find how the University is faring under the attack in "An
Apple A Day ",page8.
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Faculty discuss consumer
trends in higher education
By NANCY HUNGARLAND
Editor
Accountability is "a dirty word" in
some education circles today Dr.
Robert Miller, Faculty Colloquium
Chairman, told those attending the
Colloquium last Thursday.
Such a connotation is the result of
pressures applied at every level from
every angle as people react to seeing
the consumer movement enter the
higher education forum.
Accountability is a consumerism
term which concerns measuring how
well an institution provides students
with the education it has promised
them.
A university's degree of accountability affects everyone involved
with the higher education
process—from the student attending
classes on campus- to the politician
legislating in Frankfort. And each sector has its own priorities, concerns,
demands.
During the colloquium representatives of the four major factions—students, faculty, ad-

ministrators and legislators—presented their views on the issue.
Rita Maiden, Student Association
vice president, said student concern
with University accountability centers
on their ability to participate in regular
teacher evaluations.
As the true "consumer" in the
education process, the student is "the
one who knows whether the teacher is
doing an effective Job," she told the
small group of faculty at the session.
She said the process should be mandatory for tenured and non-tenured
teachers and should utilize one
evaluation instrument for the entire
University.
Evaluations, conducted by persons
outside the individual department,
should-be available to teachers, committees on promotion and tenure and
students, Maiden said.
- "We should give teacher* pay raises
for what -they've been hired to
do—teach," she explained.
Dr. Lswson Crowe, University of
Colorado—Boulder professor of
philosophy, visiting the University's
philosophy department on a national
(see FACULTY,

m

Goolsby said he has reason to believe
the purse thiefs are not members of the
University community.
"It's not always our students who do
the stealing. It's our'little visitors'who
have nothing to do but wander around

campus," Goolsby said.
Goolsby insinuated that the 'little
visitors" were local school students
who were out of school for so long
because of the snow.
According to Goolsby thefts generally
rise during the spring.
"It happens every spring.
The
jailhouse in Richmond is full and we get

■>

an increase in complaints," Goolsby
said.
Both Security and library officials
said they wanted to urge students to
hold on to their purses and belongings
at all times.
"People should take their purses with
them, even if they Just get up for a drink
of water," Wehyrauch said.

Falsifying information by
financial aid applicants
presents new problem
By RON VOLMFKING
•Staff Writer
Students falsifying Information in
order to receive financial assistance,
whether accidently or deliberately, is
on the rise at the University according
to Herb Vescio, director of the financial
aid office.
Vescio reported there have been
more violations this year than In the
past 12 years he has been at the
University.
So far this year, eight students have
been audited by various agencies. This
has resulted in a halt in all further cash
disbursements for these students until

the problem Is corrected.
Vescio said "it Is hard to say" haw
big a problem the University faces
concerning falsified information.
However, during interviews with
students, they themselves felt their
fellow students didn't always ten the
truth.
Asked whether they have ever stretched the truth, students flatly denied
ever tampering with information.
The main problem evidently is that
students fill out the financial
questionnaires without consulting
parents regarding income and tax
(see FALSIFIED, page 14)
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John 'Eck' Rose
Former student who 'never liked school9 now
freshman senator in Kentucky General Assembly
By BARBARA GAFFEY
Frankfort Correspondent
John "Eck" Rose was just another
name in 1963. One of the many who
graduated from the University.
In 1978, a title that only 37 other men
and women in Kentucky carry has been
added to his name. He is a freshman
state senator.
The idea of one day serving in the
Kentucky General Assembly may have
entered Rose's mind while he was
sitting in the classroom of the
University, but his dreams were of
working where he could make the most
money.
"The idea of trying to become financially secure got in my way," Rose said
in discussing his career ambitions.
Rose, a Democrat from Winchester,
now sits at a desk surrounded by
marble walls in the Senate chambers of
the Capitol. His casual smile and quiet
actions make it difficult to categorize
him as a politician.
The political talk and testimonies
often common on the floor of the Senate
are not Rose's way of doing things. He
voices his opinions only when he feels it
is important and listen somewhat
impatiently as the senators discuss
issues that are often, according to Rose,
pre-determined. _ —
His college life was not filled with
student activities. "I didn't like school,
I never have liked school," he said.
However, Rose stayed at the University
and graduated with a degree in
mathematics.
"I felt it (graduating from college I

was something I had to do to develop
discipline in my life. I felt it would be
beneficial regardless of what career I
chose." i
After graduation, he went back to
Winchester and taught for one year at
Clark County High School. It was after

a year of teaching that Rose became
involved in a new line of work. As an
auctioneer he became more financially
secure and later started buying horses.
He now has a farm and raises 35 show
horses. Rose has also been a realtor for
many years which he said "works real

V

well with my auction business."
Two years ago he turned to politics.
According to Rose, his campaign in the
28th district was long and hard. "The
everyday campaigning was trying, but
I knew I had to do it to win," he said,
(tee FORMER, page 14)
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John 'Eck' Rose, a University alumnus, thoughtfuly ponders a point in bis office in the Senate chambers of the

Capitol. Rose, a Democrat from Winchester, Is
his first term in the state legislature.

Electricity shortage

Will it be another crisis too quickly forgotten?

There is the distinct chance
The over-extended coal strike
has produced the latest that even if the proposed coal
emergency situation this win- pact is approved immediately
ter both on campus and beyond. the state's Public Service Commission might have to impose
University President J. C. mandatory electrical cutbacks.
Powell says he ■ cannot comThis first phase of the plan,
pletely rule out the possibility which would begin March 6 if
that University students and deemed necessary, calls for a
faculty will get an extra long 25 per cent curtailment for inspring break should the supply dustrial, commercial and resiof electricity become critical.
dential users. Dorms, placed in
While the University has a the residential category, would
large enough supply to cover not face enforcement of the orheating, it buys electricity from der.
Kentucky Utilities for other
Where does all this leave
uses.
University administrators?
Meanwhile thousands of per- Unfortunately, they are caught,
sons in Kentucky alone may be like the rest of the nation, betforced to join the ranks of the ween the proverbial rock and a
unemployed as businesses and hard spot. There are no simple
answers for this crisis.
factories slow operations.
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without essential services such
as the library has surrendered
its effectiveness.
The second consideration
concerns how this school as a
whole as well as individuals
will react after this crisis is
passed. Once the emergency
has eased, will everyone forget
the shortage and flip on all the
lights and push the thermostat
up once again?
So often, temporary
measures are obeyed with fervor for a short time, only to be
relaxed in better times.
However, the better times are
running out The University
and others must adopt a more
moderate outline for fuel usage
which will remain in effect in
the years ahead.

But, before action becomes
an immediate necessity, officials need to carefully weigh
and consider two major considerations.
First, they need to examine
priorities in the situation and
then set them down dnd stick to
them.
#
They should look at such factors as where the use of electricity can most easily and
without danger be cut back, to
what extent use should be curtailed in any one area and what
effect cutbacks will have on the
educational process.
There must be some means of
determining at what point the
University could no longer
fulfill its functions and should
close operations. A university

ELIZABETH PALMER-BALL
Managing Editor
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Determinate sentences: moving to a new humanism
By EDDIE L. BARKER
Instructor, Law Enforcement
Referring to this great Commonwealth of ours as "Kentucky, the state sui generis"
would not be an act of
chauvinism.
Despite the fact that several
other states may mirror forth
Kentucky's more popular
achievements, Kentucky is to
be labeled "Kentucky, the state
sui generis" inasmuch as she
has also made a giant leap forward in making her criminal
justice system more humane.
Specifically I make reference
to the recent move on the part
of Robert F. Stephens, Attorney
General for the Commonwealth
of Kentucky, to get the
legislators to do away with "indeterminate sentences" and
legislate in its stead "determinate sentences".
Indeterminate sentences, a
judicial action used by most
states' courts (including ours)
is a sentencing action on the
part of a judge in which the convicted felon is not commanded
to spend a specific number of
years in prison, but rather a
nonfixed interval or elastic

as
period: one to five years, ten to masquerading
twenty years; and in some rehabilitation, with his entry of
the "determinate sentences"
cases, one year to life.
Ostensibly, indeterminate bill.
Fixed sentences are more
sentences encourage the convicted felon to mend quickly or humane when compared to
correct his criminal ways; elastic sentences (or ininasmuch as the sooner he determinate sentences) for at
displays law-abiding behavior, least four reasons:
1) Such sentences reduce the
the sooner he is released.
"gaming" behavior on the part
(guest opinion) of the incarcerated and thus
any move on the part of the
In reality, however, in- felon to seek counseling is
determinate sentences en- likely to be just that.
2) It frees our prison to do
courage fraud, deception, and
what
scientifically they
ultimately a "sting" that even
Redford and Newman would should be doing and what historically they were meant to
envy.
Convicts are in fact en- do: Provide a reinforcement of
couraged—through the use of pain to a criminal "operant"
indeterminate sentences—to with promptitude and certitude
lie, cheat, see psychiatrists, to produce law-abiding
and participate in encounter behavior.
3)
Fixed sentences are
groups not because something
humane
for both the inlearned may aid in correcting
carcerated
and society,
their behavior, but rather
because it looks good on their inasmuch as by releasing the
official records. The more such prison to truly punish unaccredits the quicker their ceptable behavior.
4) Finally, fixed sentences
release.
Attorney General Robert F. are more humane because such
Stephens seeks to stay this a judicial commitment will
facade,
this
farce move use closer to a

"behaviorally" based system
of justice.
At the writing of this essay, I
am unaware of the status of
Stephen's bill. I am cognizant
however that determinate sentences will not alone bring
about a behaviorally based
criminal justice system.
Such a level (a complete
behaviorally based criminal
justice system) is very at
tainable, however, if we move
and institute not only certainity
of punishment (by abolishing
probation and parole too) but
"promptitude of punishment"
as well.
Promptitude of punishment
will be achieved when Kentucky and the nation move and
specify a maximum time between arrest and judgment, a
time long enough to insure
proper preparation for the accused and the accuser, but not
so long that punishment loses
its promptitude.
We should applaud the Attorney General; for he has
moved Kentucky's criminal
justice system in the right
direction: In the direction of
behaviorism, a humanism.

Is Student Senate an effective voice of the students?

YES
ByRITAMASDEN
SA Vice President
The Student Senate is the
only organization on campus
that has elected representatives of all full-time students.
As such, the Senate has a potentially powerful voice in determining the course of events and
policies in the University.
It is the responsibility of the

NO
By MARY ANN MULCAHEY
What student government
organization concerns itself
with the most important aspect
of a student's life, the quality of
education? Who is aware of the
problems of people living in
Brockton or commuters?
The answer to both questions
should be Student Senate, but
unfortunately for the student
body, Student Senate has also
chosen to improve residence
hall living, the true concern of
the two Interdorm boards.

need for a student attorney,
mandatory
teacher
evaluations, parking problems,
more liberal open house
policies, and 24-hour dorm lobbies.
We will continue to speak out
for such things, in Senate
meetings, in committee
meetings, and in the offices of
University officials. And we
will continue to work together,
as your representatives, to
bring about these changes.

students are Student Senators.
I can recall many times when
I have sat on committees and
felt that my opinions were
given careful consideration
because I represented the
students as vice president OfSenators have played im- tentimes, committee action has
portant roles in many Univer- been guided by the opinions of
sity committees, offering students.
valuable opinions and advice to
The Student Senate is
these committees. I believe
that these opinions were heard currently voicing strong
with respect because these opinions in such things as the

Senators, its cabinet, and its officers, however, to realize the
strengths of the Senate and to
use them effectively. I believe
that the Senate has been excellent in doing so this year.

Dorm students, SO per cent of
the student population, are
receiving an extraordinary
amount of attention from three
Interdorms.
Brockton residents continue
to complain about lack of snow
removal. Since the opening of
the Rowlett Building, nursing
students have wondered why
lounges are locked. Aren't
their complaints important
enough to warrant the attention
of Student Senate?
On this campus there are
bored instructors whose idea of
mmmm

lecturing is to read from the
textbook to an equally bored
group of students. These instructors are tenured. Where
was the voice for the students
when these people were granted tenure?
Probably arguing about male
janitors in woman's dorms.
Janitorial service la an important concern to women, but
the problem was already being
considered by Women's Interdorm. The point is, Student
Senate's time could be spent
better serving the entire
student body.
MB

The potential exists within
Senate to become an effective
voice for students. The Book
Exchange, a creative and well
organized project, is proof that
Senate can become more than
another group representing
dorm students.
If the same leadership and
energy were channeled. into
jTttgg-gring improvements in
academics, Brockton, the
parking situation and other
areas of concern Student
Senate would be the recognized
student voice.

Mtta
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I do not know how to express my appreciation for your editorial on Teacher
Evaluation except to say thank you.
The University has evaded effective
teacher evaluation far too long. The
Administration seems to be ready to
move on this issue and I commend them
(or it
We are now waiting on the faculty to
get going on teacher evaluation. They,
(the faculty) have stated that they are
in favor of evaluation by students. This
however has yet to be proven to myself
and others.
The editorial in the Progress on Feb.
16, reiterated points that a lot of people
(including myself) have been talking
about for a long time. Keep up the good
work!
Sincerely
John Cooper
Chairperson Student Senate
Academic Affairs Committee

Closing down
is no fun

Editor:
It is no wonder that EKU has been
labled a 'suit-case-college'. The
University policy of closing recreational facilities such as the Begley Building, the grill, the bowling lanes and
game room of the Powell Building, has
not only contributed to the 'suit-casing',
but makes life less enjoyable for the
students that make Eastern and Richmond their home on long weekends.
Even though this is a state school
there happen to be some out-of -state
students who find it impractical to go
home every weekend and in--state

students who stay in Richmond on
weekends.
Whether these students stay because
of the distance factor, or for academic
and social pursuits; should they be
penalized because a large number of
students choose to leave on weekends?
It's probably safe to' say that out-ofstale students, who are deprived of
privileges after paying a higher tuition
rate, along with other students who
occupy this area between workdays,
get sick and tired of playing
backgammon, watching the Children's
Film Festival on TV and of course
there's happy hour at 3:30. Even the
library was closed between 1 p.m. Saturday and 6 p.m. Monday.
The University should consider
opening facilities on long weekends
even if it's on a limited time basis. In
general, there should be more consideration for the students who keep
EKU alive on weekends.
Sincerely;
Doug Epling, Joel Speck, John Eilers
No. 6 Heritage PL,
Southern Hills.

Letters policy
Letters io the editor are welcome. Ab
letters must be signed, less than 400
words and include the address and
telephone number of the writer.
Address all correspondence to: Editor,
The Eastern Progress, Fourth Floor,
Jones Building, EKU, Richmond, Ky.
4M75.
Any member of the university
community Interested in submitting a
guest opinion article to the Progress for
publication should contact the editor.

Remember who was first ?
By DIETER CARLTON
The truly bizarre oversight
On the issue of equal rights
Is, among other things, the plight
Of many creatures among us;
The birds and beasts; the water borne
Upon whose livelihood we've tread.
How, indeed, can they, those creatures
See and hear or speak against them,
The murderers of their children,
In the court so pledged to insure
Those precious rights we hold so high,
Forgetting here that they,
The birds and beasts; the water borne
WERE FIRST?
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Las Vegas Night

Big spenders hit Powell Grill
By MARGARET MACDONALD For the first time in its
Staff Writer
history. Las Vegas Night was
Expecting more snow°" I sponsored by both Men's
asked the student who had just and Women's Interdorms.
paid $300 for a pair of ice Proceeds from the games and
scrapers.
"Yup." he shot auction benefit the Joe Keith
back, "that's why I got 'am." Memorial Fund and the
That and the fact that Madison County Association
money often flows out a little for the Mentally Retarded
easier nee scrapers'11 when it
Participants in the Las
is fake.
Vegas Night purchase $50 of
The ice scrapers were just funny money for a quarter and
two of the valuable items then try to win more money by
auctioned off at the I.as Vegas playing the various games of
Night festivities in the Powell skill and chance.
Building Grill Monday night.
Prizes donated by Rich-

mond merchants are auctioned off to the highest bidder
toward the end of the night.
Many of the merchants
donating prizes knew Joe
Keith when he served as
director for Commonwealth
Dorm and Married Housing
before his death in a tractor
accident last year.
Among the prizes donated
were a basketball (sold at
$1,710), a $25 gift certificate to
a men's clothing store
i highest item going for $3400),
gift
certificates
for

restaurants, haircuts, a
planter, a totebag and
calendars.
Worker Peggy Hord spent
some of her $500.00 per hour
salary to purchase a bicycle
tire that "had better fit."
Suntan lotion for upcoming
Florida vacations and free
dinners at Ma Kelly's were
two of the fastest sellers in the
auction that lasted slightly
over it's scheduled 11 p.m.
end.
What game was the biggest
(see LAS VEGAS, page 12)

Four-year Nursing degree upgraded
as program trys to gain accreditation
i photo by STEVE BROWN i

Eileen Baldwin, freshman coed from Irvine, takes hopeful
aim in the gallery game during Las Vegas Night Monday as
worker Danny Reeves, senior from Corbin, observes.

Proceeds from the event go to the Joe Keith Memorial Fund
and Madison County Association for the Mentally Retarded.

Proposal offers legal aid for students
By RON VOLMERING
Staff Writer
A proposal aimed at
providing legal assistance to
University students was
approved by the Student
Senate last Tuesday night.
The proposal calls for a
part-time attorney, who will
act as a legal advisor and
referral agent for students at
no cost.
Footing the bill for the attorney, who will draw a salary
of $125 per month, would be
the Student Senate.
The Senate is requesting
funds from the University of
up to, but not to exceed, $1200

a year. This money, the
proposal suggests, would
come from either the Student
Activities Fee and-or the
General
Fund of the
University.
The Student Rights and
Responsibilities Committee,
sponsor of the proposal, said
that committee had found an
obvious need for a part-time
lawyer to deal with student's
problems.
The Sociology Department
did a statistical survey last
year that said 40 per cent of all
students on campus would
need the services of a lawyer
at least once in their four

years at the University.
"I think this is a conservative estimate," said
Steve Foster, chairman of the
Student Rights and Responsibilities Committee.
Under the proposal, the
lawyer must be a member of
the Kentucky Bar Association
and work a minimum of five
hours every other week. In
addition, these five hours
must be divided among at
least two days.
The committee estimates
that initially 650 students
would benefit from the service
per semester; the number
probably to increase later.

The proposal also makes it
perfectly clear that the attorney would not represent
any students whose case he
had reviewed. He will serve
only in an advisory and
referral capacity, with no
referrals to any firm with
which he may be associated.
"We know this isn't going to
solve the problem but it's a
step in the right direction,"
Foster said.

.

By ROB SANDERS
stall Writer
Through upgrading faculty
standards, increasing faculty
and student research and
identifying more definite
objectives the University's
baccalaureate degree nursing
program is attempting to gain
accreditation from the
National league of Nursing,
according to Dr. Virginia
Aspy, chairman of the fouryear program.
"We are expecting a visit
from the accreditation
committee in October," said
Aspy, "and we feel we have
addressed each of the points
cited by the League sufficiently."
The four-year program first
attempted to gain accreditation in the Fall of 1976
but did not meet the League's
standards.

people po

It is notaunusual for the
League to come in and deny
accreditation saying more
things need to be done, according to President J.C.
Powell.
The reasons given by the
League included:
—A high faculty turnover
rate over a two year period.
—Lack of graduate degrees
among faculty members.
—Failure to articulate
objectives of the program.
— Limited emphasis on
faculty research and involvement.
—Low state board test
results
by
University
graduates.
—High upper-division dropout rate and failure rate in the
program.
Aspy points out that the lack
of accreditation by the League
will not present any problems

to graduates. "TheLeageisa
voluntary accrediting body,
we are still recognized by the
Southern Association and the
State Board of Nursing."
"The only problem I can
foresee right now," Aspy said,
"is that a few graduate
schools will not accept people
from a program that is not
accredited by the League, but
the vast majority will."
In
meeting
the
qualifications set down by the
League, the department has
made several changes.
"We have rid the department
of people who do not have
Master's Degrees and increased the number of faculty
who are in research," commented Aspy.
For the student there are
some important changes, "we
now require an overall gradepoint average of 2.5 In sup-

porting courses for a student
to be accepted into the
program, also, six hours of
research are included in the
curriculum."
In connection with the low
scores on the state board tests
Aspy is happy to report that
University graduates had the
highest scores in Kentucky on
last July's tests. The report
from the League included up
to the fall semester of 1976.
According to Aspy there has
not been any problem in
getting students for the
program.
"We admit 60
students every semester into
the program and there is
always a waiting list."
Following the visit by the
committee the department
will reapply for accreditation.
"We hope to regain it (accreditation) next semester,"
Aspy said.

What have you done to help the University
in its efforts to conserve electricity ?

I PkMM ky STBVK SHOWN |

Chimes ring again in Powell
By ROBSANDERS
Sta fl Writer
The chimes returned to the
Powell Center last week with
continuous sets of scales and
bits of hymns and songs.
"Actually, what was happening," said Dr. David Wehr,
director of choral activities,
"was a returning of the
chimes after they had been
placed back in the tower."
The return was a result of
the complete refurbishing that
the bells and their timing
mechanism received during
this past semester.
"WhenbWe went in to look at
them last summer we found

that they were in bad shape," 1972 and hung in January of
Wehr said about the chimes. 1973.
The tower rings out the
"All of the bells were hours everyday from 8 a.m. to
corroded and covered with 7 p.m. with patriotic songs and
grime and there were all types hymns played daily at 12:20
of foreign matter in the and 5:20 p.m.
Also the
motors and mechanisms," Westminster chimes, a series
Wehr said, "so we sent them of bell melodies, may be heard
to Cincinnati, (where we from 8-9 a.m., 12-1 p.m. and 5-6
bought them) and had them p.m.
cleaned and restored."
Wehr, resident carillonneur
(one who plays bells on a
After returning to the piano-type instrument)
campus the bells had to be re- recorded all of the music
liung and tuned to their ap- played by the tower on elecpropriate tone. "Now they are tronic tapes which set the
in apple pie shape," Wehr clappers in motion. He plans
said.
some recitals on the bells in
The bells were completed in the near future.

rCt?oO
"I live off-campus, but
we've cut down our thermostats at home. I'm noticing
the difference around campus,
too, although not in the
classrooms."
John Schlvel. 19, freshman

"I used to leave my light on
at night when I went out and
now when I'm studying I turn
off the big one. Also, I used to
always have my radio and TV
on at the same time."
Nina Frazier, II, freshman

"I live off-campus so I
haven't really done much. I
do park at Begley now and
walk to classes—which saves
me gas and money."

"I haven't done very much.
I don't use electricity to excess—I mean our lights are
always out by 11. Of course,
one reason for that is that one
of our lights is already out."
Sharon Collier, II, freshman

[>uaoe Allen, 21 senior

AS ADVERTISED IN SEVENTEEN
University Canter, Richmond
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New Spring TOPS
Right:

Cap sleeve polo blouson with khaki

banded sleeve, collar and plachtt.
Khacki patch breast tab pocket. Terry fabric...

11 00

left.

In soft leather
sanadls Wood
wedged or flat-as-can be.
These two and more at your favorite store

Crochet peasant neck blouson

top with satin ribbon draw string
and ciatticized push-up. sleeves
50/50 poly cotton..-—

clothing &
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Deaf awareness
Teacher's use of visual speech
emphasizes communication skills
By I.INDA KINNAN
Staff Writer
Monday night at the Kit
Carson Elementary School. In
the library. The scene of
silent, perhaps subversive
activity.
A small group of people
stare down at pictures and
point into space while another
two take turns drawing tickets
from a bucket. They smile
and gesture like Italians.
If they are not playing
charades, it can only be....sign
language. Of course! The
beginners are reviewing the
"manual alphabet" and the
intermediates are "signing"
words found in the course text.
The teacher speaks—her
hands and fingers moving
almost unconsciously with her
lips. She tells the beginners
not to stop and translate each
letter as she goes over the
manual alphabet but to picture the sign. In other words,
see the letter.
"Look at the word as If

you're reading it in a book,"
she explains.
The intermediates have a
test—a "visual" paragraph
which they must interpret.
Then they turn to a sign
language game called "Keep
Quiet" that looks a lot like
scrabble 'hand signs instead
of letters, however).
Now the beginners are
ready to spell some threeletter words. The teacher
stresses the importance of
synchronizing hand and Up
movement—she mouths the
letter her hands shows.
Confusing? It's Just visual
speech, so to speak for see).
The friendly instructor is
Pat Bruce, a pre-school
satellite teacher for the
Kentucky School for the Deaf,
who, in conjunction with the
Madison
County
Adult
Education program, sponsors
the sign language classes each
Monday night at 7 p.m.
The class which began last
fall, is primarily intended for
parents of deaf children but

623-5058

NEW RELEASES BY

•Starship
•Little Feat
•Corea
•BTO
+X

soon attracted teachers from
Head Start and School of
Hope, special ■ education
students and many people who
were Just interested. There is
no charge and the text, A
Bask Course in Manual Communication is included.
Bruce graduated from the
University of Kentucky with a
major in speech pathology and
then received her MA in deaf
education at Gallaudet
College in Washington, D.D.C.
She came to Richmond
nearly a year ago from the
Danville School for the Deaf
campus and works in space
provided by the Model
Laboratory School. She also
travels to work with other
students—one is only nineteen
months old.
Bruce
admits
many
children with hearing inpayments are probably
existing unnoticed or ignored
in this area, and often, the
hearing disorder is discovered
only when a related problem is
investigated. Age and injuries
also cause hearing loss.
But what kind of people
would ignore storm warnings
to learn sign language? This
week's small but interested
group includes a vocational

ALBUM
SPECIALS:
Newest releases by
Billy Joel. Manilow.

Rufus, Kansas. Aerosmtth

PORTRAITS
"" WEDDINGS
GRADUATIONS

»4»»
Each
Nutent-Qonzo

^Zj^S

rehabilitation counselor, some
School of Hope teachers and
friends or relatives of the
deaf.
The class has been moving
slowly this semester due to the
weather and lack of publicity
but the class is open to
everyone and it is not to late to
Join, Bruce insists.
She realizes that the special
education department offers a
communicative
skills
program but feels that additional practice is desirable.
In addition, Bruce hopes to
bring guests to the class who
are deaf amd must use sign
language exclusively.
She would also like to take
this class to visit the Danville
school.
Bruce confesses her sign
language is Just a little rusty
now, not like the days when
she lived on the. Danville
campus, talking and signing
as if one form of communication required the
other.
She watches the class
concentrating on the intricacies of positioning a
finger just so.
"I'm trying to give them a
feel for what deafness is," she
says, "a deaf awareness."

COMPOSITES

PORTRAITS
JOB • PASSPORT

"FOR THE FINEST IN pkoi/tfj'UlpKij

Jim Cox Studio

623-3145

218 Porter Drive (Behind Jerry's)

Andy Ruhlin. director WEKU-FM, is at the controls to
monitor, "Kentucky Onstage," a program Ruhlin produces

and directs for Kentucky Educational Television,

Director Ruhlin keeps busy managing
campus TV, radio center full-time
By VIRGINIA HENNING
Staff Writer
In the office of the Director
of Television and Radio sits
Andy Ruhlin. A desk stacked
high with papers and
bookshelves boasting such
titles as, "A Guide to
Instructional Television" and
"NAB Legal Guide to FCC
Broadcast
Rules
and
Policies," are indicative of
what a busy man Ruhlin must
surely be.
Busy indeed, Ruhlin is part
of an 18 person full-time team
that manages the home base
of WEKU-FM (88.9) and
Channel 2 of an on-campus
closed circuit production
center.
Bv no means are these fulltime employes the only ones

who run the show: student
involvement in creation and
production is very great. The
student workers include those
involved in work-study
programs at the University,
students who are working for
college credit, and those who
are
simply
interested
volunteers.
According to Ruhlin, these
jobs "give students a chance
to get good, practical experiences in the radio and
television fields."
"To apply for a position on
the student staff," Ruhlin
said, "(one) would go to
Financial Assistance office
and then to the WEKU office."
Before - running gung-ho in
search of an active life of fame
in broadcasting at the

Monty Python and
Now for Something
Completely
Different

University, perhaps it would
be helpful to know just what
Ruhlin and his staff are
concerned with.
There are three divisions in
the department: television,
radio, and engineering.
First of all, the television
division is concerned not with
being a commercial station,
but in being a production
center. The center's two main
objectives are to provide
instructional support and to
provide a public service to the
community and University.
The areas of production and
distribution are involved in
the employment of over 300
University television sets.
WEKU-FM is an FCC
licensed public broadcasting
station operating 6 a.m. to
midnight seven days a week.
Alternative programming
such as classical and jazz
presentations is often part of
the broadcasting day. The
aim is to present material that

cannot always be heard oncommercial stations.
The'engineering division
provides support from a
technical point of view. All
FCC licensed stations are
required to have a full-time
engineer in employ.
Student workers, repairmen
and people in charge of
distribution are principally
involved in the technical
aspects of production in both
the telvision and radio areas.
One of the most interesting
phases of the operation is that
the entire complex is turned
over to the student staff each
Wednesday. Ruhlin and the
Chief of Engineering are
usually the only two full-time
staff available for assistance.
At 5:30 p.m. set-up begins
for an evening of live
production. Campus news, a
show case of area productions
and a talk show of public
issues, to just name a few, are
shows that are aired each
Wednesday.

12:15 - 12:30
$1.50
J

623-0588N

Campus

cinemas 1-2
Untvererty Shopping Center
■/

"

Jfy* V
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Or ^
FLICKS

UniV€R7iTY FILm /ERIE/
FEB. 28, MARCH 2,-6:30 & 9:30 P.M.
Steve McQueen. Paul Ntwinon, Wllllom Holder.,
FoyeDunaway
Warner Brother*: Directed by John Gulllermin
and Irwtn Aden
Color: Rated PG. A3. 165 minute*

A RAV STARK

Elevators torn into crematoria, rooms explode into a living
bell and, ooe by one, avenuei of escape disappear. The
celebrated opening of the worid'i talleat skyscraper turn* Into horrifying disaster aa a flaming holocaust leaps ap and
traps himdredsoatheUtth floor.

raooumoN Of * Hoewr noss rTLM
Mill MMON S

Towne Cinema & WEKY
Present
Midnlte Movie
Thursday at 12:15 A.M.
Admission only $1.00

THe year is 2024.
a future you II probably live to i

THE GOODBYE GIRL
RICHARD DREYFUSS • MARSHA MASON
<nd wm—~ QUINN OJMMINGS «Urv
Wraim bi Kll SIMON • P»«k»rd by RAY STARK
D»iMrdr»Hf:R»RI Kr*-<.lmcScomltn)*immltxO*.lCn&H
__.
Sa^-Good»|»G^"VV*nr>lndRrt«rr«l <* Q"MD GATES
PG. RAMAR 1, .«,~-'IVm»,N«WIJ.

on R nwsxi* rathoF
LQ/Jat
A BOY AND HIS DOG
, DON JOHNSON SUSANNE BENTON... ALVY MOORE
JASON RQBAHOS]
Technicolor • R

WINNER OP 5
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS
INCLUDING:

_623-0588

£ Campus

cinemas 12

University Shopping Cantor

\

___.

MARCH 3, 4—7 49 P.M.

t
•BEST PICTURE
•BEST ACTOR
Richard Dreyfuss
•BEST ACTRESS
Marsha Mason
•BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
Quinn Cummings

au Bsxsay totxffitftfetstog)

Come To

THE TOWERING INFERNO

Showtimes:
Nightly 7 & 9:15 P.M.
Matinee Sunday 1 & 3 P.M.
Admission $2.50 Adults with student
IDs 2.00 Children $1.00

MM«MeV<r«AMAnA«AAMA«A<«A«AAMA*A*A*AAM

LET'S DO IT AGAIN
It's another boot of comedy for BIO Cosby and Sidney Poitler
as they return from UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT. J. J.
Walker, from T.V.'s GOOD TIMES plays Bootaey Faros worth who has punchlines that'll break ribs, bat no more
boxing lab than a gnat

SHOPPERS VILLAGE
for the latest in

Fun & Games
20 New Machines
To Choose From

Richard Horn* Vontna Rtxigrov* Franco Ntwo

"STARSHIP" "PINBALL"
"CLEOPATRA"

Tbe adventures of King Armor, his Knights of the Roundtable and Queen Guinevere come spectacularly to life in thli
magniflceBt color film production with all-star cast.

AT

MARCH15,6—7 P.M.

CAMELOT

MARCH 7, 8-4:30 A 9:00 P.M.

LITRE BIG MAN
Sole survivor of Custer's last stand at Little Big born, adopted Indian brave complete with braids and war paint, mole
skinner, town drunk, and gunfighter (The Sodey Pop
Kid)...these are just a few of the amazing characterlxatteas
of Jack Crabb portrayed so brilliantly by Dastm Hodman in
LITTLE BIG MAN.

■'

Shoppers Village Eastern By-Pass
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"or 'outstanding' students

Intern program will offer federal jobs
The Federal Summer Intern
oeram for 1978 is rimionatfl
Program
designed
to employ a small number of
outstanding college and
graduate students nominated
by their colleges for employment in specifically
designed positions in Federal
agencies during the summer
of 1978.
Students selected from
among those nominated will
be assigned to positions
related to their career interests.
Last summer, 763 students,
representing 285 colleges,
were selected for Federal
Summer Internships. They
came from nearly every State
and every social, ethnic and
economic background.
Basic eligibility for the 1978
Federal Summer Internships:
1. Completion of at least 2
years or 60 semester hours of

__

30, 1978,
college study by June 30,1978,
or k'rarluate
graduate statue
status.
2. Rank in the upper onethird of class for undergraduates and upper onehalf of class for graduate
students.
3.
Leadership characteristics, as indicated by
extracurricular activities.
4. Intention to return to
school in the fall.
In addition, individual
agency vacancies will have

The Red Cross BloodmohU
will be on campus April 4 and
in the Powell Building from
12 noon to 6 p.m. each day.
A goal of 900 pints has been
chosen for the bloodmobile
this semester. The University
Red Cross Student Committee

Mark Murphy, son of Carol Murphy, finds himself, with wonder, in the arms of 1 .eonard Nimoy of Star Trek fame. Nimoy

Only 8 more days
' til spring break!

is now preparing for for it and
Anyone interested in
for possible volunteer becoming involved can conworkers'
tact 4661 or 3526. As in
previous semesters, a plaque
A tramine session, is
required for thrjsT"wrio have will be awarded to the student
not attended one or not worked organisation with the highest
at a bloodmbile.
percentage of blood donations.

Ermrr»on. Lake & Polm#r

SPKIAl GU6ST
TOM ANNOUNCED

8:00 P.M.

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

FRI.. MAR. 3 8:00 P.*.
TlaCMTSONSALiNOW

t* 00 .7 00 AH HATS KStftVID
If UNGTONCf NTH tO» Off Kt 4 All TIN Cf NTtAl
IANK LOCATIONS IN I ("NO TON

by STEVE BROWN)

HcklfMMItWsu
M00IfOPMI ■•!>■!

> u INOIOM C(NIB IOI an KI t«1 «N ctNiwi

ORDER BY MAIL NOW

MW« UX «I KM IN IfKMOION

**«d»«* tttmmi no»»id tmmkm 0-6 tm*Mti^m*i m mmm #**

was at EKU for the lecture series sponsored by the University
Centerboard.

PO><*il« to l.-gtoM •—• < l.k«lO»-t l~r IJO>W lo. KonriliAQ

Send *o FOGHAT (/oiMmatonCwMt.rvltttOMva
Ait W V.A6 ln.ftgto* ««-^.»,40»;

Hi lute—aw mM i)))M}
l£XINGTONCENTfr$

OKDKRRYMAII.V)*

■—< «" m<•«»< MM --—.M mm* tmt. wmt
........ >.!..-.**.(..,. 10,0,1 M.UI.M
»»«•• (If I.H..W,I-,I,UIO».I
OJW v.. u.^.«.««i„h«aof
LEXINGTON CENTE* S

RUPP ARENA

Best Science Fiction
Film of the Year!
Hugo Award Presenter!
To *Bo> and His DOR'

Qualifications
for the
the above
above
Qualifications for
„„.;.;„
positions.are:
1. USDA - At least 24 hours
in science and math
2. Civil Service - Main
emphasis in English or
Political Science
3. Dept. of Trans. - Business
Administration, Operations
Research or Management
Please contact Mr. Zimmerman or Becky Bland at
the Division of Career
Development and Placement.

Bloodmobile sets goal as 900 pints

FRI., MAR. 10

Advice from ( Dr.) Spock

specific requirements as to
fielit
and l.v.l
ci„^,.
field and
level «»
of study
necessary.
So far we have received
request for nominations from
the following Federal agencies:
1. Agricultural Research
Service (USDA)
2.
U.S. Civil Service
Commission
3.
U.S. department of
Transportation, Federal
Railroad Administration

EKU Centerboard
presents
In Concert

KANSAS CITY - L.Q. Jones writer-director of I..Q. Jaf Productions' "A Boy and
His Don," was presented the coveted Hugo
Award at the 37th annual world sciencefiction convention held here. The HIIRO is
considered the most prestigious of all awards
in the science-fiction Held. Previous winners
include "A Clockwork Orange." "2001: A
Space Odyssey," "City on the Edge of Forevei .mil "Dr. Straiigeluve Or: How 1 Learned
to Stop Worrying and Love the lloml>."
The film "A Hoy and Hi} Dog" is based on
a novella by Hat Ian Ellison, winner of the
1909 Xcbuln Award for best science-fiction
novella.

From "Alice's Restaurant"
to "The City of New Orleans"

Trie year is 2024...
a future you'll probably live to see.

We have contact lenses

<zMax-Uan Qfitlcat, One.
i. T (TANNV) fMILH

Op^iwrttKOWW
205 GERI LANE

PHONE 623-4267
FMNIOII ItlMM

an R rated, rather kinky tale of survival

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION FOR STUDENTS!

THE FEVEE?

WE'VE ecr
EHE CUEE.

ARLO GUTHRIE

| 3 *:r;..-i "*«•-«•»

March 6. 7:30
BROCK AUDITORIUM
Tickets on sale
Powell information desks and Bursar office

$3.00 $5.00

135 East Main in Richmond.

1
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Look out Bobby Fischer

Paper Poke Chess Club gets
'board* with knights, bishops
By RONNIE GASH
Staff Writer

"If there is enough interest
on the students! part, we
would like to invite them to the
cafeteria to play some chess,"
said Dr. Dick Howard, also a
professor of special education
and rehabilitation.^
Howard cited the possibility
of a championship playoff "if
there is enough interest from
the faculty and students."
The playoff would be
sometime in May, he added.
Want to try to guess what
the winner will receive? No,
not an all-expense paid trip to
Hawaii. But there could be a
big, shiny trophy, though
Howard admits that this is a
possibility only if there is
enough interest.
This particular day there
were only three men present
and believe it or not, they actually played two games at the
same time.
Now some people may not
think that to be such a great
feat, but for someone who
doesn't have any knowledge of

They are definitely serious
about playing the game. But
they say it's all just for the fun
and challenge.
Paradoxical, perhaps, but
so are the attitudes of the
Paper Poke Chess Club members.
Hie newly-formed group
meets every Wednesday at
11:30 in the Powell Cafeteria
to eat lunch and play chess.
"We're not looking for competition," said Dr. Wietse De
Hoop, professor of special
education and rehabilitation.
"We only play for fun."
However, De Hoop said that
the Paper Poke Chess Club is
"very serious" about wanting
to play each week.
Although the club consists of
approximately five members
at present, anyone that la in
the cafeteria at noon on Wednesdays is welcome to join the
club and get in on some chess.

chess, tins reporter was, to
say the least, impressed.
Howard, being the confident
soul be appeared to be, took on
not only De Hoop, but also Dr.
BUI David, chairman of the
Special Education Department.
"Just call him Bobby
Fischer," David said of
Howard before taking a bate of
his Salisbury steak.
And so the Howard-De
Hoop, Howard-David chess
games began.
"Now if they'll both just
make the exact identical
moves 111 have it made,"
joked Howard.
As the men sat around the
table finishing off their lunch
and playing that lengthy
game, they were approached
by a curious student who had
been watching them from a
distance.
De Hoop, a white-haired and
jolly man, took time from concentrating on the game and
eating his tossed salad to greet

the visitor.
"Are you interested in
chess?" De Hoop asked.
"Yea," replied the student
shyly, "bat I don't have a
(chess) board."
"Ive got one," De Hoop grinned, pulling one out of his
pocket as if he were a
magician pulling a rabbit out
of his hat
Now just because De Hoop
happened to have one chess
set in his pocket, don't think
that there is going to be an
assortment of chess boards in
the cafeteria when you arrive.
"Students and faculty members should bring their own
boards," Howard urged.
"There won't be enough
here."
So the next time one goes to
the cafeteria to eat lunch on a
Wednesday at noon, take
along a chess game and join
the Paper Poke Chess Club.
Who knows, you could be
another Bobby Fischer and
notknowit!
not know it!

Program offers opportunities for
students to study in foreign land
Summertime . . and the
learning is easy (and fun).
College students (and those
who are forever "students")
can once again turn the lazy,
warm days of summer into
weeks of personally satisfying
learning in foreign lands.
Over 600 foreign-study
programs to help create such
Spinner the clown, on a year's sabbatical from his position as children outside his classroom and developed his Spinner the a summer are described in the
Dr. Donald Darnell, associate professor of education at Clown act, which he performs in five languages across the 39th edition of SUMMER
STUDY ABROAD, available
Southern Illinois University, performs for the children at country and abroad.
now from the Institute of
Model Lab School. Darnell wanted direct contact with
International Education.
"Diversity" Is the word to
describe the multitude of
study opportunities open to the
American wanting to combine
his-her summer in a foreign
country with an organized
learning experience.
— •-- \ > Maff.
Interested individuals are
urged to plan early for participation in such up-to-date
courses as the international
role of women in society,
white water canoeing and
prison reform systems. More
traditional academic fare,
with language study programs
largest in number, are also
listed in SUMMER STUDY
ABROAD.
Recently revived in connection with America's
Other courses reflect heavy
Bicentennial, "EL CAPITAN" Is one of fifteen operettas
interest in art and art history,

Clownin' around

EKU Center Board
presents

EL CAPITAN

written by Sousa out of a desire to create an American
counterpart- to Gilbert and Sullivan. Studded with
inurclies, waltzes, scgiiidlllas, and finales which rival
those of Rossini, the operetta features a questionable
"hero" who would be both ruler of the country of Peru
and leader of the rebel forces at the same time, the
hlondthimty EL CAPITAN!

An Operetta By

teacher education, music
theater arts and political
science.
Professionals (teachers at
all levels, lawyers, medical
students
and
bilingual
secretaries and businessmen)
will also find programs geared
to their interests and skill
development.
All can order the book for
$5 (prepaid) from the Institute
of International Education, Information and Counseling,
Box SA, 809 United Nations
Plaza, New York. N. Y. 10017.
The program descriptions in
SUMMER STUDY ABROAD
offer information on when,
where and how long the
programs are; pre-session
orientation schedules; what
the
courses
include;
prerequisites; whether U.S.
college credit is offered and
how much; teaching methods;
language of instruction;
housing availability; whether
travel in other foreign
countries is involved; costs;
work-study options; post session program evaluation;
and scholarship availability.
Some programs are as short
as one week; some are as long
as three months. Most are

between three and eight
weeks.
Prerequisites vary as much
as the programs do; some
require degrees, others only
interest and time. There are
foreign-sponsored programs
designed for almost any age
and interest, and the
requirements are minimal.
Some
language-study
programs require only that
participants be over the age of
16.
SUMMER STUDY
ABROAD does not list
programs conducted ex-

clusively for teenagers).
Costs of the programs
depend on where you study,
how long you stay and whether
you are receiving college
credit. One eight-week U.S.
college-sponsored program in
Austria, for example, costs
about $1,500 (tuition, travel,
meals and housing).
At the other extreme is a
foreign-university-sponsored
program in Spain which costs
too for tution only for 4 weeks'
study.

Wildlife Society sponsors
annual student conclave
The University chapter of
The Wildlife Society sponsored the annual Student
Conclave last Friday and
Saturday featuring speakers
concerned with all aspects of
wildlife work.
Friday, speakers from state
and federal
agencies addressed current issues and
Saturday students from
various universities presented
papers on specific areas of
wildlife management.
Texas A & M placed first in

the conference quiz bowl,
followed by Mississippi State
and Auburn.
The
meeting
closed
Saturday evening with a
banquet. Bruce MacClaren,
assistant professor of General
Studies Science, was the
speaker.
Schools represented at the
conclave were West Virginia,
VPI, Mississippi State, Texas
A & M, Murray State, Auburn
and the University of Georgia.
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WITH ATOUCH
OFSASS!
Play it cool in this season's
sassiest sandals from Bass
Barely there straps are
paired with a new flexible.
lightweight sole that
cushions every step. Comfort.
quality and excellent fit—
you'll find it all in Sunjuns
by the knowledgeable
shoemakers at Bass.

WAREHOUSE SALES
DOWNTOWN RICHMOND
BEHIND COURTHOUSE

GOING
to

%444

FLORIDA
HAWAIIAN TROPIC
rag. 4

M

ref. 3» siio -

M

size

2

John Philip Sousa

8EACHT0WELS
95

r«f 4"
only

The Matchless March King

LEVI JEANS
2
%

off

PARTY SUPPLIES:

I

Paper plates, napkins, cups, ate
ALL

Tuesday March 7th
7:30 Brock Auditorium
Free Admission
*M

V2 Off re*, price

HOLLYWOOD
BED FRAMES
reg. U8"
95

Jett a Hull inc.
DOWNTOWN RICHMOND
JJUUUU

uuuuuuuuu inim uuuuuu ■ ■„

SPRINGS &
MATTRESS
- only

95

• 109
WAREHOUSE SALES
•14

Downtown Richmond
behind Courthouse
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Student goes underground:
finds funeral work 'stiff' business
went to Lees Junior College in
Breathitt County where he
worked at the Breathitt
Wilson
Many college students Funeral Home.
moonlight in order to earn worked there for two years
some extra money. But not and then transferred to the
very many have a job that University.
His duties while at the
would be scary in the
homes were varied.
He
moonlight.
But Harlan Wilson, a 22- assisted at embalmings, doing
year old junior, did.
He such tasks as mixing the fluid,
worked part time for three applying makeup and fixing
hair. He also drove the hearyears in a mortuary.
Wilson believes strongly ses, set head stones, was an
that a person should do what occasional pall bearer and
he wants to do. "Life is short assisted at visitations.
"If I had the opportunity I
and should not be wasted on
things you don't like to do," would do it again," said
Wilson, who really learned a
claimed Wilson.
This philosophy prompted lot while working at the morWilson to go to the Hayden tuaries.
"I felt I was contributing
Funeral Home in his
hometown, Felicity, Ohio, and something to my fellow man,"
ask for a job. Wilson is plan- he stated. *'That makes life
ning to go into the mortician worth living—helping others."
Wilson met a lot of people
business and thought working
at the funeral home would be and observed a lot of customs
during the time he spent at the
good experience.
Although only a senior in funeral homes. In going from
high school Wilson was hired working funerals in southern
and worked there for a year. Ohio to southeastern KenAfter a year of working Wilson tucky Wilson observed,
By GINNY EAGER
Staff Writer

"There are many regional differences in the way funerals
are held."
Wilson is majoring in
business
administrationfinance. He plans to obtain his
embalming and funeral director's license after graduating.
Wilson said, "I'm here to
learn as much about business
as I can in order to make the
funeral business profitable."
Wilson said, "The funeral
business is changing quite a
bit. Old customs are fading
away and people don't take
the time to carry out the old
customs." He claims that in
some new funeral homes
things are done as if on an
assembly line.
"I think these changes are
bad because I believe each
person should have all the
time needed at a funeral," he
said.
Wilson also stated, "To me
it would be very rude to rush a
funeral."
In working with death more
than the average person,
Wilson says that death does af-

fect him: especially the death
of a small child or a suicide.
Wilson believes that
suicides are such a waste of a
valuable life. "There is no
problem big enough that
justifies taking one's own
life," he said.
Wilson has learned a lot
during his time working with
death. He stated. "It taught
me to respect life a great deal
more than I did >fore."
Something which made
Wilson sad was people waiting
until the funeral to show affection for a loved one.
"Funerals have taught me the
value of relationships, it's better to show people you care
while they are still alive,
because it is to late to show
your love after death," he
said.
Wilson is probably one of the
lucky people who have learned
to appreciate life before it is
too late. He tries to live as
much as possible by the words
of the late Senator Hubert H.
Humphrey, "Life is not to be
endured, but to be enjoyed.

Canterbury club helps
promote Ep iscopal faith

iky STEVE BKUWNl

A Merchant
meets the customers

Vic Merchant, a 6'5" forward for the Colonels', takes a new
position on the floor to autograph his picture for Eastern fans
Carol Robinson (L) and Tara Murphy (R).
I

Read the
Arts
page!!!

Speed up income tax returns by
using pre-addressed, peel-off label
To help speed up the
processing of a tax return and
receive a refund faster,
taxpayers should use the pre-

name, address, and social be entered on the appropriate
security number. If any of line.
this information is incorrect,
Taxpayers can also insure a
the taxpayer should make
corrections right on the label. faster refund by mailing their
return in the coded envelope
addressed, peel-off label on
their returns, according to the appear on the label. If only
also included with the tax
Internal Revenue Service one number is shown, the package and making sure they
other spouse's number should
(IRS).
have attached all W-2 forms
The label, which appears on
Married taxpayers filing
the cover of the tax package joint return should insure that and required schedules and
mailed to taxpayers, lists two social security numbers forms, the IRS said.
^^
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EAT IN,
TAKE OUT,
FREE DELIVERY

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435
MINI

MONSTER

135

BOLOGNA

1 04

HAM

I 36

1 90

TURKEY

' 14

SALAMI IGtfKM)

1 35

190

HAM .__.._.

I 14

ROAST BEEF

I 35

MAM » CHEESE

12*

TURKEY

1 35

190

SALAMI IGftMM)

1 14

LIVERWURST

135

190

SALAMI * CHEESE

12*

TUNA

1 35

1.S0

LIVERWURST

I 04

CHEESE

135

190

TUNA SAL AD

I 14

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL

CHEESE

104

C- ■

KM
* * A ■ *

34i
3%

3S
K
Cb
IS

190

OltT THING" ACHC* S SAL. AD CREATION
Po< i.-**i, o* Ro«tf Scrt.Havn
Tu'*«Y S*i«w»" a*w1 $*a->M
OtMW '•• * btw) '■' LftluM
«Mtf> Tonuto $)•(«•< *"d yaw
cty»<» o* f>»H"»f,
$1 69

SIDE ORDERS

*,*-'" n..jw Ch.p,
Mo, *««,»«■»
KoW* OH-k'efnet

GOOD AT EITHER SHOPPER'S
VILLAGE OR MAIN STREET LOCATIONS
Good Friday Only

COLLEGE CAMPUS

PECIAL9

Macbeth
Prepare for it. The earlier you
begin a life insurance program, the
less you pay. Find out about the
CollegeMaster plan.

Bob Roberts
General Agent
DougTriplett
623-7684
Ron Owens
Patricia D. Beit
John Keid
623-7704

Steve Dowd
621-3499
Phil Perry
984-8369
Luxon Building
128 Big Hill Ave
Richmond. Ky. 40475

G)llegeMaster

MIXED.

com*

"Tomorrow,
and tomorrow,
and tomorrow."

One HOUR
DRYCLeaneRs

Inckiot Lvtluc* Tomtlo. Onioni. Cn«*w
S«monmg OTd ou' own Top "..<..i Drwvng

HOT
Of
COLD

1.14

C0«l SPRITS TAB. 1^.,-nW o* >Ct T**

Students interested may
attend weekly meetings held
on Wednesday, 6:30-8:30 in the
Powell Building.

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

REGULAR SANDWICHES

ROAST BEEF

His plans for the club include a weekend at a Beattyville camp. The camp is a
"social, religious experience"
where students can work with
members of other universities.

Cull i In- I idi In \ I ii it in College Master
*• Field \s\nciale In »our area:

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES

S«f ««d oo What. Ry*
o. Who* W*»«l Bima
I •tluct Tom«lo. M»vo.
Muitard or Onion on
RaquM. IO<I.i.j

By DONNA BUNCH
Staff Writer
Canterbury is not the
romantic pilgrimage as the
history book said but it is a
campus organization that
"promotes Christian
Episcopal faith," said Dr.
John Burkhart, professor of
home economics and sponsor
of the club.
He added that meetings are
also open to friends and
guests.
The content of the meetings
is for anyone interested in
Christianity. "The format is
not exclusively Episcopalian,
although
it
is
under
Episcopalian auspices or
origins," said Burkhart.
Meetings will consist of
"relating to God (praying)
and relating to each other
religious education)" he said.

HOURS
MOM TMUR
'•l SAT
SUMMIT .

t0 AM lo \1» M
10 AH fe 2 AM
11AMj»l?>jl

DELIVERY
MINIMUM $1.75

How come there's a piece of cheese
in my fish sandwich?"

m

When we inventeJ
our first Filet-O-Fish
landwich, we knew we'J
made the best fish
sandwich ever. The mild
tish we'J searcheJ the
oceans for tasted just
fiyht. breaded and cooked
up flaky anJ tender. •
■••*' And o>ur creamy.. ....
secret tartar sauce recipe
wve it just the :est we
u anted.
Whv. we'd even

discovered that it tasted
must tempting on a
steamed hun.
So. when we served
it to the Chairman of the
Board, we were amazed
when he said. "You know,
this does t.iste very i-nod.
But it'd t.iste incredible '
with a half a slice 1 if ' •
cheese on it."
• •
We knew he was
wrong. Bur we tried it
anyway. And yucss what.'

He was right. That's why
there's a half slice of
cheese in our incredibly
delicious FlIct-O-Fish
sandwich.
And, why our
Chairman of the Board is
Chairman of the Board. „
Ifc*• Mall far )M.

ffiir

Eastern By Pass

km

MB

wmmmmmmmmm
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Health services
labors through
flu epidemic

an apple a day...
Cotes Raymond MD
Have we got a "flu" epidemic here at Eastern? Just
follow closely (or a minute.
We are averaging more than twice the daily workload
that we had a year and two years ago at this time. Over
90 percent of the excess is upper respiratory virus
disease in our waiting room.
We have extra chairs and 34 regular seats in our
waiting room. Despite this, we had standing room only
many times last week.
When a lot of people came in at once, we rarely fell 20
patients behind in ordinary times. Now we often fall 30,
and occasionally 50 and 60 patients behind.
Oh my goodness gracious yes, we do indeed have an
epidemic!!
It's not just here at Eastern, nor Kentucky, nor the
United States. I was reading a bulletin just this weekend
that reported one in four Russians and one in three
Europeans are down with the virus. So there "ain't no
hidin' place down heah" and we all might as well limp
and stumble along the best we can until the weather
breaks and-or the seasons change.
Obviously an epidemic presents us all, patients and
doctors, with a different ballgame here at Student
Health Service.
There are two doctors in the daytime here, and what
with a lunch hour each, they are somewhat part time.
After 6 p.m. there is just one doctor and one nurse. That
is for 14,000 students. To handle this preposterous ratio,
we have available a small community hospital
laboratory.
Now two things are characteristic of the motley group
of upper respiratory virus infections that we loosely call
"the flu." First, there is only one cure, and it has
nothing to do with medication. It is the immune system
of each individual infected human being. Our immune

^4farw*. ^\&

systems create antibodies—in their own way and time,
and with the expenditure of colossal amounts of our
physical energy. Medicine has no more cure for viruses
than did Christopher Columbus or Hippocrates.
The second characteristic is that "flu" diseases are
notorious for letting in secondary complications.
Remember that the "killer flu" of 1918 (22 million dead
in a year or so) did its work almost exclusively through
secondary infections. So while we have no cure for
viruses, we do give out quite a lot of medicine for supportive and preventive reasons.
If we still have the epidemic next week, there is more
to say about it.
A final note for today. I always feel that in times of
great stress, we should all make extra efforts to be kind
and understanding to each other. We are all under the
gun, and life is short enough, and tough enough to make
it worth while to help each other a little.
They say England was a sweet place to be during the
Battle of Britain and the blitz. The principle has been
tested and it works.

onnt.nl
control

...ill
will

k.
be

discussed in a free lecture
March 8.
The speaker will be Dr.
David Bordua, a sociologist
and criminologist at the
University of Illinois. His title
wiU be "Polls and Political
Conflict: The Case of Gun
Control."

Andy's Pizza Palace
"H vou're burning a lot of the
midnight oil...take a break."
Why study on an empty stomach ?
We'll
deliver a, hot & tasty pizza Delivery
. ...
623-5400
right to your dorm.

.

_«..

(Next to University Motel)
Hours: 11:00a.m. -12:45a. m.

S3£>
Kegd****

Eorever green]
_.

He has also taught at
Harvard University, where he
received his Ph.D.; the
University of Michigan and
Stanford.
He has written
articles for many publications
in his field and is editor of the
book, "The Police:
Six
Sociological Essays."
He has done consulting with
such organizations as the U.S.
Children's Bureau, the
Menninger Foundation, the
National Council on Juvenile
Court Judges, the University
of Chicago law school, and the
national Institute of Law
Enforcement.
He is recently concerned
with the problem of firearms
use, cultures and control in the
United States.
The program will begin at
7:30 p.m. in the Adams Room
of the Wallace Building.

Kitchen garbage may harbor plants
^—™

ByLEANNEPERME
AND KATE SENN
Staff Writers
Let Your kitchen grow
Many attractive plants can
be grown from your own
kitchen scraps and a little
imagination.
You can grow almost any
fruit seed into a miniature
version of the tree which it
came from. Just be sure that
the seeds you use are from
fresh fruits and not from
canned, cooked or dried.
The general procedure for
germinating fruit seeds is to
use a four to five inch pot and
standard potting soil. Plant
one to four well-washed seeds
per pot, depending on their
size.
Bury the seeds about twice
as deep as the seeds are long,

Do something nice for
your engine5ttl]
miring
AC Filter Days.

350 EASTERN BY-PASS
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Gun control lecture set
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Gun
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for example, orange pits damp sand potting mix in a
should be covered with one five inch pot. Keep it in a light
half inch of soil.
warm place. Do not allow the
Place the pots in a warm 70 potting mix to get too wet,
spray mist the soil regularly.
degree location with indirect
sunlight and moist soil. When Don't get discouraged, the
the seeds send up shoots, pineapple takes a long time to
usually about three to four develop a good root system,
weeks for almost all plants, sometimes as long as two
Once roots do
move them to a brighter spot. months!
When the plants are four develop, fertilize as you would
inches tall transplant them to a regular houseplant.
individual pots carefully so no Avocados, potatoes and
sweet potatoes can be grown
root injury occurs.
easily if they are placed in a
Pineapples can be grown jar of water so that only the
also. Slice the top portion of a bottom touches the water.
fresh pineapple leaving about Remove the skin from the
an inch of fruit attached. avacado before putting it in
Trim away the outside water.
covering to the hard stringy
A potato with plenty of eyes
part in the center. Leave this
to dry for two to three days to works best. Potatoes need
help prevent rotting from too cool dark conditions to sprout.
Sweet potatoes like light and
much moisture.
warm conditions. Plant in
Remove the bottom leaves potting mix when roots are
and plant the pineapple in a abundant.

HAIR CYCLE
623-9774

Grow tomatoes by scooping
the seeds from a ripe tomato.
Sow in the early spring in pots
or flats. Plant three fourth
inches apart in potting soil,
cover with plastic or glass
until germination occurs.
Then plant in individual pots
or plant them outside in the
early summer.
Beans, lentils and peas can
be grown by planting the
seeds in a regular potting mix
in a pot, keeping them moist
and in low light until germination, then move them to
higher light.
Onions and garlic cloves are
bulbs and can be grown in the
same way as other bulbs.
Plant them in a sandy potting
mix, place plastic over them
to retain moisture, then keep
them in a dark cool place until
one inch sprouts appear.
The best plants in life are
free so let your imagination
grow wild.

D
I

CRAFT SUPPLIES
OFF

40%

ENTIRE STOCK

MACRAME SUPPLIES— Books. Beads, Jute, Cord.
Rings DECOUPAGE— Boxt, Ploagues. Paints,
Handles, Brushes, Glua POLYDOMES— Molds,
Decal-it, Crackle It, Age-it, Protect-it, Prints
CANDLES—Wax. Scant, Colors. Molds, wax
Thermometer CRAFTS—Balsa wood, Craft Fur,
Art Foam, Shrink Art,
Fait. Chenille Stems.
Glitter, Deco wrlto, Custom Foad.

623-8568

bOLDEN

,. j.w,

GALLERY

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

D

Clean up and go... with the
names you know, Q

I
Groat cut* for Malat & Fomalos

DEPENDABLE

j" ifJtofff stylo with" "1
this coupon
i
11 7

AUTO SUPPLY

Tues-Fri. 1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sat. 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Appointments Available
218 S. Porter Dr.
(Behind Jerry's)

EASTERN BY-PASS

623-4380

I

A

We're proud to feature fine AC products,
designed to help protect your engine. Select
AC Oil, Air, and Gasoline Filters, now,
during AC Filter Days.

463 SHOPPERS VILLAGE
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624-2427

■» "CUF COUPON"" •» ■• |
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FREE

HAMBURGER
No* at Wtndy s Old
Fashioned Hamburgers this
coupon entitle* you to a free 11
Single Hamburger with eh*
purchase ol two hamburgers ...
of any sue OhVi expires

• "N.

If you love our Hot 'n Juicy Hamburgers...

Wait till you taste our Chili!

*

2

M*~

Serving You Better
with-

3-16-78

Our New Main Office Facility

Mf$t*> couPOdftHiHowi**;
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Meafljr.ralaud

Complete banking Services
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Three Convenient Locations

No* at Wendy *
Old Fashioned Hamburger*
this coupon entitles vou to
20C oil WendY* f«ch
rnrati Chili Offer expires

3-16-78

Phone 623-2884
MiMtirrP.IX.
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Women hung up
with Eagle refs
By CHRIS ELSBERRY
SUH Writer
Amid a sea of controversy,
the Lady Colonels continue to
prepare for the Kentucky
Women's
Intercollegiate
Conference Tournament this
weekend at the University of
Kentucky's
Memorial
Coliseum.
The brackets are empty and
the pairings have still not been
announced as of press time for
Friday's opening round, as the
Morehead Eagles have
become the subject of all the
uproar.
The Eagles, who ended the
KWIC season with a 7-5
record, used an unregistered
official in their games against
Western and Louisville, (both
UL and Western lost) so the
Cardinals and the Hilltoppers
are currently asking for
forfeits, which if allowed, will
shake up the overall standings.
"Well, if the forfeits go
through and they probably
will," said head coach Shirley
Duncan, "We would play
Louisville, but if the forfeits
don't go through then we will
have to play Morehead."
They split with Morehead,
upsetting the Eagles 71-64 in
the Coliseum, but then falling
93-84 at Morehead when Eagle
star Donna Murphy poured in
33 points.
"All the teams in the
tournament are equal,"
Duncan said, "It's really wide
open, so it's going to come
down to whoever wants it the

By BOB LANGFORD
Sports Editor
The Colonels ended their
season on a winning note but
one hour later were disappointed as they learned they
did not make the OVC postseason tournament.

The University of Kentucky
captured the second annual
Greg Adams-EKU Invitational last weekend by
sweeping three of the six
singles divisions and two of
three doubles divisions.
Defending champion Miami
of Ohio was second while the
Colonels placed fifth among
eight teams.
The bright spot for the
Colonels was the play of Steve
Alger. Alger, the number one
seed, earned Most Valuable
Player honors for the tournament by taking all three of
his matches to win the singles
Utle.
Kurt Heverman, at num-

*1 off

9

»ky SIEVE BROWN I

Mike Oliver, 44, goes up with the left hand
last game for Eastern. Oliver ended up the
over Joe Stamper, 40, en route to two of his 13 third leading rebounder in Colonel history and
poist against Morehead Saturday night in his the 15th leading scorer.

The Colonels defeated
Morehead State 72-68
Saturday but Western Kentucky dropped Middle Tennessee 87-71,, to kick Eastern
out of a playoff spot.
Nonetheless, the Colonels
wound up with their best
record since 1972, coming
away with a 15-11 mark.
Against the Eagles, the
Colonels led by as much as IS
points in the second half but
just held on in the waning
moments to come away with
the four-point victory.
"When Morehead and
Eastern get together there is

20, followed by Vic Merchant
with 15. Mike Oliver with 13
and Bruce Jones with 12.
The Colonels broke the
conference mark in assists for
a season Saturday with 498
total feeds on the year,
breaking the old mark of 482
set by Austin Peay last year.
They also set a single game
assist mark on Wednesday
against Wilmington breaking
the old record of 32 by four.
Jones, a freshman guard
from Sharpsburg, ended up
the year with 134 assists, the
second highest of any player
in OVC history.

Oliver, a senior from
Washington D.C. played his
last game for the Colonels
Saturday, as did Ty Jones.
After four years, Oliver is
the third leading rebounder
and 15th leading scorer "in
Eastern history.
"I'm going to miss it,"
Oliver said, "but now I've got
to go on and do other things."
But Oliver's days as a
basketball player may not be
over.
"Coach Byhre says there
are few European teams that
are interested in me, so I'll
just have to wait and see," he
said.
On the year, the Colonels
placed five men in double
figures.
MOREHEAD STATE (M)
Stamper H. 11 l-ll M. I.rmaitrr 14 M
14. Krlk> I M 13. Dummltl t 11 4.
Solomon 14 *-Z. Stamper J.IHI, Hark!
11-13. LMary • H I, Prelrr • M,

EASTERN KENTUCKY (71)
Jokwr II M «•• Mrrrhanl 14 1-1 1»,
Oliver II 1-1 13. Jonm. B. 4 J-l 1 I!. Hoot
rherk 4 MI, Tleraey I l-l 4. Elliott I m
I. Joan. T.I Ml.
Hallllmr -Ealtera Unlucky J4
Morrhi-ad Stale 21 Total Inuk-Kiitrm
Kentucky II Morrhrarl Slate II.
lr.hnl.al louU-KUk.II, Merrkanl
Knitted nil I-Uummltl. A-S.JH ,

; Cards state's toughest
Gymnasts meet in Weaver
By JOHN WHITE
Staff Writer

For the women's gymnastics team, this season has
been one of highs and lows.
The team has combined
three wins with seven losses to
form what will tighten the
state tournament race to be
held in Weaver Gym Saturday, March 4.
MCoach f&n &gin¥sai£ "It f "We're doing pretty much
was a tough tournament.
There were some good teams
involved. I think that Steve
Alger was the definite bright
spot for us."
The Colonels, who stand an
even 2-2 in dual matches, will
resume their regular season
play with a pair of home matches this weekend. Tomorrow
at 2 p.m. the University of
Kentucky returns, while
Saturday, Eastern faces Ohio
State.
ber three, was the only other
Eastern player to get past the
first round in singles competition, winning his first match and then losing in the
semifinals to Western
Michigan's Steve Winsor 7-6,

what we expected this far into
the year," said head coach
Agnes Chrietzberg. "At this
point the team is scoring 120
points per game (out of 160
possible) on the average."
Chrietzberg said Louisville
seems to be the strongest
team to contend with in
the state tournament. U of L
scored a victory over a highpowered Southern Illinois
team ranked fourth in the

nation last year.
The 1-ady Colonels are lead
by Rhonda Wilkerson, Beth
Miles and Mary Lyons, all of
whom hope to bring a strong
finish to the season, in
preparation for the five-team
meet.
A match is scored by adding
the highest four totals of six
events with the four comprising the team score.

Bamboo Garden

ML

»1 off $1 off »1 off »1 off
EKU STUDENT SPECIAL
Vi LB. T-Bone

w

CHINESE
RESTAURANT
•DINNER FOR 2'
Soup. Egg Rolls BBQ Spare Ribs.
Fried Shrimp. Moo Goo Gai Pan,
Sweet & Sour Pork. Fried Rice. Tea
and Dessert

ALL
FOR

Large Baked Potato Texas Toast
Plus all the salad you can eat

$095

from our 35 item Salad Bar

%079
^,

never a dull moment," Colonel
head coach Ed Byhre said.
•We got careless at the end
but I never thought we'd
lose."
I.ovell Joiner led the
Colonels, who placed four
players in double figures, with

The Eastern Progress

UK takes EKU tourney
By CRAIG COMBS
Staff Writer

Page

Records fall for cagers
but so do tourney hopes

most, that team will win it."
Duncan said Kentucky will
probably have a slight edge in
the upcoming tournament.
"They were the No. 1 team
(with a 10-2 KWIC record) so
they drew a bye, having only
to play two games while
everyone else has to play
three to win," she said.
"Besides, they'll be on their
home court," Duncan said,"in
front of their home fans, so
that has to be an advantage
for them."
The Lady Colonels have
fared well against the Lady
Kats, despite losing both
games to Kentucky.
The
scores were very close, losing
by six, 79-73 at home and by 12,
85-73 in Lexington.
"We're pretty familiar with
UK's court," Duncan said.
"Hopefully we'll concentrate on playing our
kind
of
game
and
Eastern brings a threegame losing string into
Friday's opening round of the
tournament, dropping the last
three games of the regular
season, to Tennessee, Western
and Southern Illinois.
"I was very disappointed
that we didn't win the last two
games, I thought that we could
break even for the year," said
Duncan.
"It could of been theB
schedule," Duncan went on
"nine games in 15 days, it was
quite a mental drain on us but
we will be ready to go on
Friday, whoever we play."
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Carry OUt Phone 623 2652
Snooper s Village Shopping Center
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to Pizza

NEXT TO BIG K

Coupon good anytime

Open Sun Thurs 11 :OOa.m. 9:30 p.m
ri. and Sat. 11:00a.m.-10:00 p.m.
•-*l

Free refills on Soft Drinks. Tea, and coffee
r
Bring this coupon in for discount

BONANZA

f

EASTERN BYPASS

r

»1 nff »f off"n~0"ff »1 Off 5 Off »1
Hours:

TuM. 10 • m to 6 p.m
Wad. 10 am. to 6 p.m
Thuri

10 a.m. to 6 pm

Fri. 10 am

to 6 pm

Sat. ■ am

to 2 am

THE END OF THE
DOUBLE STANDARD.

s

Phone
623-1723

Playboy eyewear (or men.
Playboy eyewear for women.
Equally bold. Equally daring. Equally expressive
The remarkable, lightweight frame material known
as Optyl ■ is the common denominator. It allows for
full eyed fashion and fool proof color coordination
in styles for both sexes
Come see our entire Playboy collection complete
with registered Playboy symbol You*ll find we have
16 standard here — Perfection
__^^^

BOBBY JACKS STYLE SHOP
1507 East Main Street
Next door to CAC Bargin Barn

Bring this ad with
you for a free shampoo

-

Let your teeth sink into a Thick n Chewy'"' pizza!
Or let em crunch into a Thin 'n Crispy'"- pizza. Let
yourself get your fill of your favorite topping... or
let yourself go for the works-just say Supreme'"'
Let yourself go Italian-style.. with our Cavatinf
deep-dish pasta or a great big
dish of spaghetti. And don't
forget to let yourself go to our
Toss-All-You-Want Salad Bar
There's no stopping until you're
through ... when you let yourself go to Pizza Hut*

Richmond, Ky.
623-2264
Caih Value 1/20 Ceni

TINDER-KRAUS§-TINDER
YOUR
INDEPENDENT
OPTICIAN

*
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Bruce Jones
From lard can to team man
By BOBLANGFORD
Sportt Editor
Bruce Jones has got to be
one of the best lard can
players in the country.
Jones didn't have a hoop on
his garage when he was young
so he had to improvise.
He took an empty lard can,
cut out the bottom, stuck it on
a tree, had a ball that didn't
bounce and played like it was
the real thing.
The Colonels' point guard
has come a long way from his
lard bucket days; 42 miles to
be exact. That's the distance
from his hometown of Sharpsburg to the Richmond campus.

"Coach Good has really
helped me a lot. He's really
easy to talk to; it's like you
talk to him once and he's your
friend right off," Jones said.
"At the beginning of the
year I was having trouble with
my foul shooting and he would
make me stay after practice
until I would hit about 25 in a
row."
Good attributes Jones'
coachability to his enthusiasm
and love for the game. "He
doesn't get discouraged, he
bounces back," Good said.
"He may get down but he
doesn't stay down.
"The two things that keep a
freshman from starting right
out of high school are strength
and defensive ability," Good
said. "But Bruce has both of
these and for that reason I'm
not surprised he has come on
as he has."

knows his stuff." Jones' roommate forward Vic Merchant
said.
But the man who took Jones
away from his lard can and
put him on the hardwood was
Gerald Arnett, his junior high

Jones excelled in football,
gaining over 1300 yards in
only seven games.
Still, the decision between
football and basketball was
not a tough one. "I had a
couple of chances to play foot-

coach.
"He saw me playing one day
and asked me to come out and
since then I've started every
game," Jones said.
Jones, who could pass for

ball but I enjoy basketball a
lot more. I love basketball."
Jones said.
Jones hopes that love" for
basketball can carry him all
the way to the NBA.
"I'd love to play pro ball,"
Jones said. "I think the way to
get there is by playing good
team ball; if your team
doesn't go anywhere then you
won't either."
Jones said he doesn't feel his
lack of size (6' 185) will be a
problem in his playing pro
ball. "I try to make up for it
with my quickness," Jones
said.
While he is still a Colonel
though, Jones has two things
on his mind: winning the OVC
and going to the NCAA. As
usual, Jones puts the team
before himself.
One thing that Jones does
think about himself first in is
his second love—ping pong.
"Every second I get I'm at
that table," he said. "I know I
play two-and-one-half-hours a
day."
Since his childhood days,
Jones has been attracted to
things that bounce. But he
doesn't have to go without any
longer; Jones has three
basketballs now and every one
of them bounces.

Oscar Robertson's little
brother, got something from
Amett besides a chance to

play. Arnett instilled the team
concept into Jones' game and
he hasn't forgotten it.
"The first time I played I
was surprised that I could do
But Eastern is not where
pretty good so at the half I
Jones had his sights set since
asked somebody how many
the first time he pretended he
was dribbling with his ball
points I had.
"Well, coach Arnett heard
that didn't bounce.
me and sat me down for the
"1 was planning on going to
Florida State," the six-foot
Jones averaged 10.4 points a rest of the game. He told me
freshman said. "But then game this season and set the to worry about points when the
coach (Max) Good came and Eastern record for assists game was over," Jones said.
Jones started for his high
recruited me and I saw the with 134. Those 134 are the
campus and decided to come second highest total of anyone school team when he was in
eighth grade and in his senior
here. This is one of the pret- ever in the OVC.
tiest campuses around."
"Bruce is very important in year, led Bath County High in
assists, rebounds and scoring
Jones also gives the man our offense," Colonel head with 18.4 points per game.
that got him here much of the coach Ed Byhre said. "He has He was also named the top
credit in his maturing as a made a big difference for us."
player in region 10 that year.
"For a freshman, he sure
player this year.
Jones' high school coach
Gary Taylor said of Jones,

Sports quiz?

Who holds the Eastern record for the 100 yard dash?
S98iu|Bpuooa«s'6uIOOI
*ri inu H31HV0 NVWM3H

"He's the top guard in the
state and he possesses the
ability to perform all phases
of the game well."
basketball.

MONEY TO LOAN

Bruce Jones, a freshman from Sharpaburg, picks up one of
his record setting 134 assists for the year. Jones averaged

Tracksters a dismal seventh in OVC
By JIM KEEN
Staff Writer
The indoor season came to a
close this past weekend when
the Colonel track team
competed at the Midwest U.S.
Track and Field Federation
Championships at Ohio State
in Columbus, Ohio.
Highlighting the Colonel
performance was Chris
Goodwin in the triple jump.
The school record holder,
Goodwin leaped 50'3" for
second place.
Junior high jumper Mike
Howell cleared 6'10" for third
place, tying his own school
standard, while Mark Yellin
cruised to an excellent time of
3:49.8 in the 1500 meter run,

equivalent to a 4:08 mile.
In earlier action, the
Colonels finished a disappointing 7th at the OVC
Championships at East
Tennessee on Feb. 16 and 17.
Nevertheless, some outstanding individual efforts
were turned in as two school
records were broken and two
tied at the meet.
Once again, Goodwin was
the exceptional performer as
he leaped 51 '8" for a lifetime
best, a new school record and
second place in the conference
in the triple jump. Goodwin's
jump broke his own school
record by more than two feet.
Scott DeCandia set another
school record when he heaved
the shot 55'6V for second

Taylor's
Sporting Goods §01

JIM'S
PAWN SHOP
Bus Station
South Third
Richmond, Kentucky

Awards Trophies Engraving

All Athletic Supplies

Garland Jett

Downtown

Men Clothing Reduced

SPORT SHIRTS ' i Price
Sweaters ■ ? Price
Large Group & Khaki Slacks ' i Price
Large Group of leans 10°°
lofij! & short slems
Knit Shirts ' 3 Price

Vi Price
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Rags & Britches
All Ladies Winter Clothing Reduced.
"Outrageous Savings for you"...
Large Group of Brand Name Clothing
All Winter Jackets _
Reg.*2°° Now 8"
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Reg. Mr Now 12"
,w»»iand Jell*
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ion* 1 snort simes Knit Tops
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Now 4**

Winter
Skirts
00
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Reg.T* **

Now 8^

leans Slacks *eg **°°
Ponluroy I Denim Now 8"
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College Park Shopping Center
Eastern By-Pass
623-9517

Ea*t Main

Reg. T4.*3 36.00 Now 6^-9**

place, while in the pole vault
competition, Ron "Chip"
Tudor cleared the bar at 15
feet for a personal best.
Tudor's vault tied the school
record and earned him fourth
place in the meet.
In the high jump, Howell
tied the school standard by
bounding 6'10" for third place.
Head coach Art Harvey
commended the efforts of
Goodwn and Howell. "We're
really pleased with Chris'
consistency.
Mike also is
consistent at 6'10" and is
ready for a breakthrough," he
said.
Harvey also noted the
achievement of distance
runner Mark Yellin. "Mark is
having his best indoor season

ever and did a good job in the
double—4:08 in the mile and
9:05 in the two mile."
Other point producers for
Eastern in the conference
meet included Henry Bridges,
fifth in the 440; Bill Morgan,
fifth in the 1000 yard run;
Doug Bonk, sixth in the three
mile; and the two and one mile
relays, which both took sixth
place with times of 7:56 and
3:20.9, respectively.
Austin Peay was a narrow
victor in the team race with 94
points. Murray State was
second with 91, followed by
East Tennessee, 83; Middle
Tennessee, 82V4; Western
Kentucky, 82^4; Morehead,
46; Eastern, 35; and Tennessee Tech, 11.

intramural highlights)

On Anything Of value

Sweaters

over 10 points per game this year in helping the Colonels to
their best record in six years.

Thur Fri e Sat
8 30 8 30 8 30
b 30 io 7 00 7 00

KEEP
MOVING,
AMERICA!
A Healthy Body and Longer
Lile Depend On It

Softball entries are due in
the women's IMRS office.
Weaver 300,4 p.m. on Friday,
March 3. The men's softball
entries can be turned in only
at 4 p.m. on Friday, March 3 in
Begley 156. All team captains
must be at this meeting.

The

basketball

playoffs

begin tonight. Each team captain should check with the
IMRS office for more playoff
information.

The faculty singles and coed
doubles racquetball flight
sheets have been posted. InAlso due on Friday are the dividuals should contact their
tug-o-war entries. Each team opponents and play the match
may have 10 members and by the date above the
there is no weight limit.
brackets.

Make a personal commitment
to improve the quality of your
lile during National Physical
Education and Spoil Week
March 1-7. 1978

American Alliance lor Health.
Physical Education and Recreation
1201 16th Street. NW
Washington. DC 20036
(202) 833-5SM
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Bob Langford
sewn up, sit back and relax for
two weeks. To them the NCAA
is a new season; after a conference tournament the NCAA
is j ust another tournament. "
You can't stay up forever.
Over the years teams that
didn't play in a conference tournament have done better in the
NCAA than those that did.
UCLA, Marquette or Indiana
never played in conference
tourneys.
The last tournament team to
win it all was North Carolina
State; David Thompson never
gets tired.
The OVC has a tournament of
its own but that can hardly be to
blame for the conference's bad
showing in the last five years.
The format is a little different
though in that only the top four
teams can go.
Still, the wrong team has
gone to the NCAA more than
once. But next year the conference probably won't have an
automatic bid and the tournament should be done away
with.
It's going to take an Ohio
Valley Conference team to go
undefeated or close to it before
one gets an at-large berth. That
team can only be hurt by a conference tournament and the
everything-to-lose situation
that goes with it.

More stuff...
It wasn't Middle Tennessee
rolling over and playing dead
against Western that cost the
Colonels a spot in the OVC tournament. No, it was seven
minutes on Feb. 13 that cost
them a chance at the title.
Mike Oliver had just hit a
layup to give the Colonels a 13point lead, but then the roof fell
in.
Murray came from nowhere
(and believe me Murray, Ky. is
nowhere) to stun Eastern 80-76
outscoring the Colonels 21-6
during those - costly seven
minutes that the players and
coaches must still have nightmares about.

OVC Standings
ovc
MiddJrT
EaiiTtucuc*
AuiOaPra)
EaMrra Krataci)
Unaafm Tera
MarratSlalr
MaWnaailaaW

Kentucky

team has completed a most

Unviersity women's indoor successful season thus far,
track team is preparing for its Slaving won the Purdue
season-closing
meet
at Invitational over five other
Knoxville, Tenn., in the teams and having been vicUniversity of Tennessee torious in a trianugular meet
Invitational Saturday, March with Mprehead State and

Elian
Joan.B
Other
Baalrarrk
Mrrrkaai
Ttrraey
Jraklni
Jaan.T
l.ai
Watf

4.
The Lady Colonels'

track

Western Kentucky.
The UT invitational

is

I akata a» STEVE BROWN I

Coach Dan Uchty almost jumps into the
water to congratulate John Miesnehiemer after he won the 100 yard freestyle event at the

KISC Championships held last weekend at the
Combs Natatorium. The Eels finished second
to Kentucky in the four-team meet.

13 pool records set

623-2747

FDIC

ii
IJ
1.1

7
4
I

BYKENTINGLEY
Staff Writer
Records fell this weekend at
the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Swim and Diving Championships (KISC) held at the
Combs Natatorium.
Nine KISC records were set
along with 13 pool records.
The University of Kentucky
was the overall winner, winning four out of the 18 events
and amassing 567 points.
Host
Eastern
finished
second, winning five first
places to earn 502 points.
Defending state champion
Western Kentucky finished
third with 478 points despite
eight first place finishes.
The University of Louisville
trailed the field with 125 points
and not a single first place.
Kentucky was led by double
winner Bob Heinbrock, who
set meet records in both the
100 and 200 yard breaststroke.
Eastern also had a double
winner in freshman, Chris
Gray. Gray won the 500 and
1,650 yard freestyle events
both in record times.
Eastern's relay team of
Gray, Chip
Sullivan
Meisenheimer
record
in

Elian It 7-* ». Jatarr II 4-a ft. Oavrr
It 1-i. Mrrchaii « 4-a. Tkrraaj IHI,
Jaaca. T IMI. Baatrhrrk • MI.
llalftknr-.Eaii Ttaawaaet 11 Eaatrra
KaMBckytt. FaaW aat-Jataar. Total
laab-Eaitrra Kratarky 17 Eail T*a>
ataatt IS. Trrkaical laah-Jakwt. A-

TENNESSEE TECH (M)
BMarkttMtt, Parttr IMIUu
aaprl IV* 11. Traaaa • M a. Hawaii • M
I. BurarttrlMI.LakalMi.Haaaarl
M J. McNIak I M l. Bavaaa I VJ I

(MrrylMI.HryaVrlMI

Western and UK.
The best overall personal
Meisenheimer also set a
pool record when he won the performance was by Ron
Finley of Western who was a
100 yard freestyle.
5:56.782.

Gray set a record for the 100 triple winner. He won the 100
yard freestyle on his way to and 200 yard backstroke and
winning the
1,650 yard the 200 yard freestyle. He set
freestyle event.
Gary a meet record in each event.
The Eels begin competition
Jameson was Eastern's other
in
the
Midwest
first place finisher as he took today
the 400 yard individual Independent Swim Championships in McComb, 111.
Coach Dan Lichty was They will compete against five
extremely pleased with his teams Eastern Illinois, Illinois
St., Indiana St., Western
team's second place finish.
"We swam extremely well." Illinois and Bradley. All are
said Lichty, "Probably the evenly matched according to
medley.

A-t.Ha.
(78)

rwtiala M Ii 11. Wlbaa 1! VI U.
OT>U I Ml. Tarker IVI1 Meartelt-l
U BBaka IHI. Davla IMI. Hawara I*.
• I. Hrary t M t. AaaaalM I.

EASTERN KENTUCKY (182)
Jakwr il 1-4 tt. OMvtr It 1-1 IJ. Baatcarrk M t-1 It Ttrraey 114 11. Jaaaa. B.
■ Ml JrmkJaillll. Jaan T IV1I
Mrrrkaai«Ml. ElUatllMt. UatVII.
WaallMI.
Halfllar -Eailrra Kratarky 41
wikalafWan. re.-ea aat-aaat. Tatal
lwk.-Ea.lrra Kratarky II Wl
U. Trrkalrall.ak aaar A-1.71a.

Upcoming Events
Women's Gymnnstici
Saturday, Marrk 4. Kratarky Wl
lalrrrallralalr CiallMaU Stair
Weaver Gyai
Men'i Gymnaitlcs
Salaraay, atarra 4. la*
1:1

Tennii
Friday. Marrk 1. Kratarky VI. EaMrra
Ml Graf Aaaau Bldf Salaraay Mar
ra I. Okia Man vi. Ultra IM Graf
laaaaiBias.

Women's Track (Indoor)
Salaraay, Marrk 4. Taa
r
riUttaaallMI.KaaiTmt.Taaa.

La
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High platform sandals with
(he look ol rich leather and
wood in easy-clean polyurtthane Strapping good
looks

Shop daily

9:30 to 5:30

Frl. 9:30 to 8:30
Sat

9:30 to 6:00

best we have all year.
We Uchty.
Eastern has competed in
really put it together as a
this event the last three years
team."
Eastern had lost dual meets and done well the last two said
^^
earlier this season to both Lichty.

jMtrfZ.
BIG BOV
Delivery's —
5 p.m.-ll:30 p.m.

Davis, Mark
and
John
also set a meet
the
800-yard

JCPenney

Phone 623-4100
Eastern By-Pass

Richmond, Ky

$

Man: (fa 3 beck
fizom Qoc/cetf!
Britts & Jockey Underwear Invite You To
send in wrappers from
any combination of 6 garments
with sales slips and get
$3 from Jockey Underwear
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Eels second in KISC
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EASTERN KENTUCKY (18)

of Kentucky.

Branch Office Hours
ftOO iJH. until 240 pju.-tooday thru Thursday
m aji. until fcOO pjo.-Fridays
v UDaJL lotil UNOIM—Satintay ..

JST

a-u Ma t-ii ,i:i
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Alabama,

Convenient Full Service Branch Office
equipped
with Drive-In Window, located at
corner of Water and Second Street.

i-i am ivu jm
4 io ,m m

Wauoa II Mil. Smith 1! 44 II. SaUU.
D.C 1! VI U. Ptac* 11-4 II. II—malar
I M I Jafcaaaa t 1-4 J. Parry t 14 J.

Georgia, Ohio State, Western
Kentucky and the University

MADISON
NATIONAL BANK

M .171 14-11 Saa
M S7I 1V11 .in

EAST TENNESSEE (71)

teams from Memphis State,
State,

Tit

Colonel Box Scores

scheduled for 11 a.m. at
Stokely Center Saturday and
will include among its field

Florida

IM

IM :u IM

Eastern Scoring

Women run to UT tourney
Eastern

IM .:M

OMnl

•MM Knacky M .MI IVII .M

freestyle relay with a time of

The
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Off the Cuff
Tournament fever has
reached epidemic proportions.
The first week in March;
time for all loyal alumni to take
the weekend off from the world,
forget about the family, the job
and pull out the old letter
sweater and venture off to
where the conference tournament is this year.
Even though conference tournaments are a lot of good things
to a lot of people, mostly local
bar owners, they defeat their
own purpose.
They are supposed to find the
best team to represent a conference in the NCAA tournament but instead they find
the one who hits the shot at the
buzzer, was hit by the fewest injuries or who hit the fewest
bars the night before.
It's like when you play
basketball in a playground.
Sooner or later you lose track of
the score and you all agree that
the next bucket wins.
However, college basketball
is a little more serious.
If a conference has a tourney,
the regular season is used for
nothing more than a scheduling
device.
A team plays good ball for
two-and-one-half months and
what do they get? They get the
honor of playing some team
that they probably blew out the
first two times they played
them.
Sure, it's tough to beat a team
three times in a row but if they
don't they can get ready for
summer league.
Two nights later it doesn't
matter if you 28-2 or 2-28 during
the regular season. You have
to win three games during that
one fateful week to be the conference champ.
That one week of do-or-die,
even before the regular door-die, has got to kill a team.
If they deserve to go or not,
once they get there, their performance in the NCAA has got
to suffer.
All the independents and
schools in a non-tournament
conference who have a berth

Page

Choose From:
Classic white briefs. 1x1 rib cotton
White flat knit, combed cotton l-shirts
White combed cotton athletic shirte

3 pre. $7
3 for 8.50
3 for 87

Complete dinner includes:
3 pieces honey-dipped fried chicken,
mashed potatoes and gravy, cole slaw
and 1 hot butter-tastin biscuits.
All day ft — _ - Regular
every
«>
.>«#
$2.05 Valu«
Wednesday

U.S. 25 SOUTH
KIT TO CLARK-MOOIES SCHOOL

3cltt4

Not good in combination with
other otters coupons and discounts.

Open Mon Sat

10 AM

■.'

to 9 P.M.. Sun. 1:90-5:30 P.M.

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER. RICHMOND

Copyright 1977 Famous Recipe Fried Chicken.. Inc.
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Real estate
conference set
March 4-5

,. the

direct current:
Lynne Kruer
Please send notice of special events and meeting
times, dates and places to Lynne Kruer, organizations
editor, 4th floor, Jones Building. Unless notice is in by
the Friday preceding publication, placement in The
Direct Current cannot be guaranteed.
Today, March 2
3:30 Department of Mass Communications meeting,
Kennamer Room, Powell Building.
4:30 Association of Law Enforcement meeting, Jaggers
Room, Powell Building.
5:15 Delta Sigma Rho meeting, Kennamer Room,
Powell Building.
5:30 Collegiate Pentacle meeting, Room A, Powell
Building.
5:45 Sigma Pi meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell Building.
4:30 Society for Collegiate Journalists meeting. Room
F, Powell Building.
7:00 School of HPER meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
7:30 Fellowship of Christian Athletes meeting, Room E,
Powell Building.
9:00 International Students meeting, Room A, Powell
Building.
All day Black Student Union meeting, Room B, Powell
Building.
All day Delta Sigma Theta meeting, Room D, Powell
Building.
Friday, March!
10:00 a.m. Delta Sigma Rho meeting, Rooms A-F,
Powell Building.
8:30 Delta Sigma Rho meeting, Kennamer Room,
Powell Building.
9:00 Center Economic Education meeting, Jaggers
Room, Powell Building.

m

Saturday, March 4
8:00 Real Estate Conference meeting, Jaggers Room
Powell Building.
Sunday, March 5
7:00 Tau Kappa Epsilon meeting, Kennamer Room,
Powell Building.
8:00 Real Estate Conference meeting, Jaggers Room,
Powell Building.
Monday, March I
3:30 Student Court meeting, Room C, Powell Building.
4 30 Progress staff meeting, 4th floor Jones Building.
5:00 Inter-Fraternity Council meeting, Jaggers Room
Powell Building.
7:00 School of HPER meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
7:30 Collegiate Pentacle meeting, Kennamer Room,
Powell Building.
Tuesday, March 7
4:30 Panhellenic meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
5:30 Collegiate Pentacle meeting, Room A, Powell
Building.
6:00 Student Association meeting, Jaggers Room,
Powell Building.
8:00 Sigma Chi meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
8:30 Tau Kappa Epsilon meeting, Room C, Powell
Building.
9:00 Bowling Club meeting, Room B, Powell Building.
All day Health Fair, Kennamer Room and Rooms D-F,
Powell Building.
Wednesday, March 8
24:30 Sigma Pi car wash, Firestone on By-Pass
5:00 Greek Week meeting, Room A, Powell Building.
All day Health Fair, Kennamer and Rooms D-F, Powell
Building.

OPEN DAY OR NIGHT FOR APPOINTMEKTS
« «■ WOKN STYIM FACULTY STUKM7 DISCOUNTS

622-4178
^——^—— —.

c

*»<moNDs RadM /hack **^*
MADISOI CQTJ1TY SLBCTROirrCS
Untarsity Shopping Ctntw

- SPRING BREAK SPECIAL Richmond's Radio Shack wants to
help all students get ready for

SPRING BREAK "78"
By offering all Pioneer car stereos
& Tape Decks & Pioneer Auto speakers
at 10% off thru March
TF-232
■Ml | tUCI
• Sl.<J*ton!»ol»
' Sep*i»tf lone. Vo»u*>*. 1 Ijlancf

TP-252. Mini 8-track. Car stereo for non-smokers.
The 8-track player small enough to fit in your ash
tray. Big enough for super sound. Automatic and
manual program change. Slide volume and tone con
trols, separate balance control.

■ Automatic and "

""•"""""■"■* Don't forget - we install!
sophomores

WE OFFER
AND A BETTER LIFE
AFTER COLLEGE
Army ROTC offers you a no-obligation, sixweek summer leadership proqram at Fort
Knox. Ky.
You'll earn about $450 and an opportunity
to enter advanced ROTC next fall That
means extra income ($2,500 during your
last two years of college) and leads to your
commission as an Army officer.
Army ROTC also offers you new career
opportunities after college - part-time as a
leader in Reserve while employed in the
civilian community or full-time on active duty.
For details and an interview appointment
contact
BILL VOCKERY

CALL:

It's Greek to me
Several coeds look over the Delta Week display set up by the
Delta Sigma Theta sorority to "show people who we are and

• kylMVKlHUI-Kin

what we look like," said Mary Weathers, Delta president.
Delta week is an annual event.

Scholarship presentation

EKU women slate luncheon, style show
By LYNNE KRUER
Organizations Editor

At the
luncheon, a
scholarshiip worth one year's
tuition will be awarded to a
The EKU Women will junior woman for her senior
present the Fifth Annual
year at the University.
Scholarship Award, Luncheon
Afterwards will be the style
and Style Show on Saturday, show.
The theme of the
March 4 in the Keen Johnson program is "Fashion Is ' a
Building.
Melody" and it will feature

66 models, including women of
the club and
students,
demonstrating the latest
spring fashions and hairstyles
from 20 Richmond shops and
hair salons.
EKU Women is an
organization made up of
faculty and wives of faculty
who work together for services of the community.
This year's style show will
feature the latest in sportswear, spring dresses, pant
on display in Room B of the suits and men's wear.
Powell Building, until four
A special highlight will be
p.m. today.
Last night, John Johnson bridal fashions from Anita's
from the Kentucky Civil Bridal Boutique.

The day will start at 12:30
with the latest techniques in
make-up, featuring the full
Red Kin line of cosmetics. It
will be demonstrated in the
lobby by Kyle White of Betty
I-au's Hair Fashion and Skin
J
Care Center.
The luncheon will begin at 1
p.m. at $5 per person. The
style show begins at 2 p.m.
and admission charge will be
50 cents to students.
The proceeds will go
toward the scholarship fund.
Students from Mrs. Diane
Vachon's
Merchandising
Class are working with EKU
Women to coordinate the tasks
Rights Commission spoke to
The models are chosen by that go into planning and
an audience in the Kennamer the stores themselves.
creating this event.
Room.
The Black Arts Festival
Week is the University's way
of "promoting black culture (continued from page 3)
night was running out of nails
on campus and trying to Lee Ceiling, Hershey, PA.
in the nail drive.
broaden students' knowledge "But, after awhile," he
"It was a smaller crowd
of black history," said continued, "they quit dropthan we expected," comThompson.
ping for you."
mented Perkowski, "But, it
Carter G. Woodson, a
Another student lamented was an easier crowd to handle
Harvard Ph.D graduate and his losses at the frisbee game.
between the games and theJ
Dean of Howard University But Las Vegas Night coauction."
the struggle in 1933 to in- chairman Joe Perkowski said
Las Vegas Night is a
stitutionalize the Week.
the biggest problem of the campus-wide effort according
to Dale Hashagen, cochairwoman.
"We are in-,
debted to Larry Martin who
allowed us to use the grill,"
said Hashagen.
"The
Duplicating
Department,
Buildings and Grounds
Public Affairs also gave of
142 N. 2nd Street
_. ,
Downtown
their time, as well as all the
China
SUver
workers."
Crystal
Trophies
Perkowski said, "We made!
around $300. That was my!
Wedding Invitations Bridal Registry
goal and we met it. It wouldn't j
Engraving done in the store
have been possible without all
Phone 623-9678
the workers."

BSU sponsors arts festival

Hairexpress

Come To the Campus Barber Shop
In the Powell Building
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ARMY ROTC EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
622-3911
VISIT: — ROOM 522 BEGLEY BLDG

THE ARMY R0TG TWO YEAR PROGRAM.

LIFE.

By LYNNE KRUER
Organizations Editor
Blacks and whites on
campus
have
been
acknowledging this week as
Black Arts Festival Week.
The Black Student Union
(BSU) sponsors the Festival
Week annually in celebration
of February as the nationwide
Black History month.

Due to the weather, though,
the Festival Week was
delayed until this week, according to Aaron Thompson,
president of the BSU.
To celebrate this week,
students have contributed
arts, poems, paintings and
other things to commemorate
Black history.
It has been collected and is

0 iweitisAity
Spring Break
Florida Bound?
Alignments

10*°

Tuneups
Hi-Speed Bal.

28"
400

All Students
Bring your
I.D. Card and
get 10% off

Complete Ext. Work

all New Tires
No Phone
Calls Please

Brake Work

University Tire Center
15 North Porter Drive off Eastern By-Pass

Las Vegas festivities
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'A worthwhile production
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Small audiences were 'tragedy' of'Medea'

The audiences were small but
the dramatic sensitivity was
abundant as director Jeff
Brothen and his actors staged
Robinson Jeffers' "Medea" in
G if ford Theatre last week.
This American adaptation of
Euripedes' Greek tragedy was
good and one of the things that
made it so good was Leslie
Stokes, who had the leading
role of Medea.
Brothen called the role "one
of the greatest ever written for
a woman" and Stokes certainly
made the most of it.
She gave a polished and
professional performance as a
woman who receives little
human kindness or compassion
and reacts with an obsession
for vengeance.
She exhibited a powerful
stage presence and every
movement and inflection of her
voice was totally in character
throughout the entire play. Her
acting was quite impressive.
In short, she was absolutely

splendid. There's no denying
she had a rich and full role with
which to work, but something
tells me she would have stolen
the show no matter what role

the arts
tina schoewe
she was given.
The other stars of the show
had their work done long before
opening night.
Sarah Capps, assistant
professor of art, designed and
made the masks worn by the
actors and they couldn't have
been more effective.
Each
mask superbly expressed the
depth and character of each
role. Their contribution to the
play as a whole was immense.

this week

in the arts
Folksinger and songwriter
Ario Guthrie will give a concert
in Brock Auditorium on Monday at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $3
for students and $5 for nonstudents and are available at
the information desk in the
Powell Building and the Bursar's window in the Coates Administration Building.
Appearing with Guthrie will be
Shenandoah. This concert is
sponsored by University Centerboard.

Once again Jean Druesedow
with her costumes and Keith
Johnson with his lighting and
set design out-did themselves.
After three plays I'm running

nesday at 8:30 p.m. in Brock
Auditorium. The program will
include'works by Pachelbel,
Bizet,
Tchaikovsky,
Khochaturian, McCarty and
Dr. Kenneth Timm, assistant
professor of music.

•••••

KET NEWS...On Friday at 9
p.m., Academy Award-winning
British actress Glenda Jackson
stars as England's Queen
Elizabeth I in the highly ac•••••
claimed series, "Elizabeth R."
Also on Monday, the Sym"New Orleans Concerto," a
phony Orchestra will give a 60-minute documentary about
concert beginning at 8:30 p.m. the life and work of black
in Gifford Theatre.
The classical music composer
program will feature works by Roger Dickerson will be aired
Mozart and Shostakovich and on Saturday at 4 p.m.
A concert featuring Arthur
will feature faculty member
Gaye Bennes performing Fiedler and the Boston Pops
Beethoven's Piano Concerto will be shown Tuesday at 8 p.m.
The program was taped last InNo. 3 in C Minor.
dependence Day and is entitled
•••••
On Tuesday, the National "An Evening at Pops Special on
Opera Co. will perform John the Esplanade."
Voltaire, Martin Luther,
Philip Sousa's opera "El
Capitan" in Brock Auditorium Florence Nightingale and Plato
at 7:30 p.m. This Centerboard- get together for an evening of
sponsored program is free of lively discussion on the season
premiere of "Meeting of
charge.
Minds" on Monday at 9 p.m.
••••*
The Percussion Ensemble Steve Allen hosts the program
will give a concert on Wed- which he created and wrote.

out of superlatives for those
two. Let it suffice for me to say
they once again proved they
have rare talents of dramatic
interpretation. (I guess you
could call them artists.)

entire play had their good and
bad moments.
Often they
couldn't be heard and they too
tended to exhibit overly
pronounced stage movement
and voice inflection.
They
didn't seem to use their lines to
the best advantage.
Bill Hollinde had the role of
Jason and he did a good job
with the male lead. This play
was designed primarily to
highlight the female roles, but
he did an admirable job of portraying a difficult character.

The major weakness of the
play was that some of the other
actors fell prey to a bit too
much melodrama. A few of the
minor actors overdid their
characterizations.

Leslie Truman gave a fine
performance as the elderly nurse. The role was an important
one and Truman met the
challenge with a sensitive and
believable portrayal.
All in all, it was a worthwhile
production and all concerned
are to be commended for their
dramatic efforts. I'm glad I
saw it.

The three women who
remained on stage during the

If you didn't see it, then
shame on you. It was your loss.

L
tpMtkytlYVBMOWN)

Leslie Stokes as Medea turns away from her broken family for a
moment of introspection in a scene from Robinson Jeffers* version
of Euripedes' tragedy "Medea." Jason was portrayed by Bill
Hollinde and George and Darrell Smith played their two sons.

'No redeeming factors'
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Steely Dan's 'Aja : as useful as poison ivy
By SCOTT MINDRU M
Staff Writer
The world is full of little
mysteries—some will never be
answered.
How did the Egyptians
manage to build those huge
pyramids?
Nobody really
knows. What is poison ivy good
for? Why do people go nuts
over every new album Steely
Dan comes out with? I, for one,
have no idea.
I will admit that given any
single Steely Dan album, there
aren't too many complaints to
be made. Besides the senseless
lyrics, the music is solid and
has a good beat. But then, so do
commercials for McDonald's.
Once you've heard one, you've
heard them all. The only thing
that changes is the lyrics and
they are so far out, they're not
even worth listening to.
Their most recent album,
"Aja" shows no change from
the pattern they've been
following for years. The sound
is similar to their earlier
albums. I got bored with it
after the first couple of cuts on
the first side.
The two leaders (and only
true members) of the group,

Donald Fagen and Walter
Becker, made no noticeable
attempt to improve or explore
their musical abilities.
There is little doubt about it:
They are talented. But the
music they put out is becoming
monotonous. As the old saying
goes: too much of a good
thing...
There is one thing to their
credit, however and that is they
are unique. Steely Dan's music
ranges anywhere, from jazz to
disco, all at the same time. The
vocals are unique too, but there
is something about lead singer
Fagen's voice that bugs me. It
might be that it sounds like a
combination of Boz Scaggs and
a drunk Joni Mitchell. I don't
particularly care for it.
The
instrumentation
in
"Aja" is very good. But I'm
puzzled as to who to give the
credit to.
The musicians,
besides Fagen and Becker, are
all studio musicians (who will
probably never play together
again.) They are good at what
they do. So naturally the sound
was good. This, plus good
production made a good album.
The question is:

Can it be

done live? I doubt it. There is
too much over-dubbing and
mixing in the album for them to
produce the same quality in a
live performance. This, I think,
takes away from the band's
apparent quality in producing
an album.
There is so much that can be
done electronically to a
recording, it's hard to tell what
was played spontaneously or
what had to be done over and
over again. Because of this, I
have lost all faith in Steely Dan
and all interest in their albums.
But this is a record review
and "Aja" is a record. So now I
guess I should get on with it.
The first side has three longplaying songs. (If you take
away the spaces, though, you'll
have one very long-playing
song.)
Anyway, the first cut "Black
Cow" is a released single that is
fairly popular. It has a good
sound and might be one of the
best cuts on the album.
The title track, "Aja" sounds
like a mixture of all Steely
Dan's songs put together. What
do you get? Well, let me put it
this way: What do you get when

you mix Heineken beer with
Billy beer? A smelly mixture
of beer, that's what. What does
"Aja" sound like? Not a smelly
mixture of beer, but a mixture
of unsettled Steely Dan. It just
doesn't seem to work.
The rest of the album is the
same. Don't bother trying to
figure out the words either.
They are impossible to
decipher.
There are no
redeeming factors in this
album that I can see.
Well, there's the review. I
didn't say much, but then there
wasn't much to say.
Taken as a first album,
"Aja" would have to be
considered tops. But it isn't
their first and they've had
years to develop. There is no
argument against that. Yet
Steely Dan has a cult following
that camps out at record stores
waiting for their newest album.
I don't understand it.
I
wouldn't buy the same album
over and over again. Maybe
they are hoping a scratch or a
crack even, will add a little
spice to an otherwise bland
record.
I guess it's just one of life's
little mysteries.
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^ SAFARI BEACH MOTEL \

If onljj 1 had
•three hands and
two Mouths!
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INCLUDED FEATURES:
• 7 nights accommodations at the Safari Beach Inn
• FREE beverages nightly
• FREE pool dances nightly — 2 live bands
• FREE bar-be-que
• FREE night club admission nightly
• Optional Tours
Disney World • Cypress Gardens • De#p Sea Fishing, Etc.
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Senate supports 'gradual' tuition hike
By MARK TURNER
Newi Editor
A proposal that would recommend
gradual tuition increases for out-ofstate students when Increases are
necessary was passed by the Student
Senate at their regular meeting
Tuesday night.
The proposal stated that a
"significant increase" in out-of-state
tuition could cause a "significant
decline" in out-of-state enrollment
Out-of-state students will be facing a
"drastic increase" in tuition by the Fsll
1978 semester, according to the
proposal written by Student Association
President, Mike Duggins.

Duggins spent Wednesday in Frankfort lobbying against the drastic tuition
increase.
In other business, Senate passed a
proposal that would recommend that
campus Security stop issuing the
uniform citations to persons parked In
violation of the fire zones on campus.
Security had been issuing a state
citation of $37.50 to violators, especially
around McGregor, Telford and Walters
Halls.
Duggins suggested those cars parked
in violation be towed away instead of
being given the citation.
Senate passed a constitutional ammendment and a Special Rule of Order
that dealt with impeachment of Sen-

ators who fail to attend meetings.
The amendment must be approved
by the Board of Regents but the Special
Rule of Order needed only Senate approval.
Dale Warren was sworn in as the new
Chief Court Justice. The position
became vacant when Mark Girard
resigned due to personal reasons. Rick
Moore and Daniel Glab were approved
as Court Justices.
The Academic Affairs Committee
submitted several recommendations
concerning the Book Exchange.
A proposal that would obtain a Freshman record for the University has been
tabled by the Senate until next week.

Former student now state senator
IcewtfaMedfnmpagel)
Now, as he sits in the Senate chambers he quietly states that all the work
that his campaign involved was "well
worth the time because being a senator
is one of the greatest things that has

ever happen to me."
With a background in farming, his
committee assignments reflect his
interests. Rose is currently serving on
the Agriculture and Natural Resources
committee and is Vice Chairman of

Falsified information
presents new problem
(ees*BMedfresape«el)
exemptions.
Students often use old figures or
round off income which, according to
Vescio, is illegal. He however felt very
few students deliberately lied on their
need analysis form.
Thus far, students who have been
caught have been forced to repay
anywhere from $12 to their full grant.
Considering the University dishes out
over $12 million a year In various aid
programs, the problem appears
relatively small, Vescio said.
However, Vescio said that if you are
caught, the results could be damaging.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation

(FBI) can be called in on cases involving federal money.
Vescio
acknowledged that the FBI has
been at the University before, tracking
down violators.
According to the financial aid office,
approximately 7,000 students applied
for financial aid this past year. Vescio
estimated that of those 7,000 applicants,
6,000 are now receiving some kind of
aid.
Vescio warned students that they
should be more careful when filling out
forms, as he personally checks every
application seeking financial help.
Also, he said most programs have a
built-in check system, which actually
checks Information for its authenticity.

Highways and Traffic Safety. He is
also serving on the Senate State
Government committee.
Kentucky people are efficient, but the
government isn't when it comes to
getting things done, Rose explained
slowly.
Talking about the controversial
issues of this year's General Assembly
is not easy for Rose. ERA and abortion
are personal issues, he said.
According to Rose, everyone has his
or her own opinion and "everyone is
entitled to his own opinion." When the
opportunity presented itself he quickly
changed the subject saying, "I dislike
those controversial issues."
In the seven weeks of the current
legislative session, Rose has usually
voted on the side of the Carroll
Administration. However, he Is not
considered to be pro-administration.
Rose explained, "I think I have
surprised the people on the first floor
(the Governor's office) in that they
probably thought I would oppose them
because I had defeated a proadministration candidate that they
supported."

University closing not likely
(ceatbMMd Ireau page 1)
the University has a contract with the
Valley Energy Resources Co. who will
supply the campus with more coal
throughout the heating season.
The Electricity Problem
All of the electricity used on campus
is obtained from Kentucky Utilities
(KU).
At last report KU had a 36-day supply
of coal but this will vary on coal that
comes in and coal used.
"We're saying to all the people, no
matter who they are, to save energy as
best they can," said Edward Conder,
manager of Richmond's KU office.
When asked if the University had
priorities in the decisions to close institutions, Conder said, "yes probably
because of all the people involved."
Conder added that closing any place
would require a great deal of discussion
and that no real priorities could be set.

The closings would depend on the
amounts of people affected in each
case.
KU has not sent out a formal request
for the University to cut back on electrical use but the Governor sent a
memo to all state schools asking them
to reduce electrical consumption and to
conserve energy.
"It is difficult for an institution of this
size to have to cut back 25 per cent in
energy use," Powell said.
"The administration has cut back on
unnecessary lighting and turned down
the thermostats in all buildings,"
Powell said.
The reason the thermostats have
been turned down when the University
has enough coal for heat is that electricity runs the fans and pumps that circulates the heat.
Students should keep their thermostats turned down, according to
Powell.

"They should not burn their overhead
lights, use a desk lamp. They should
keep all electrical appliances unplugged and use them only sparingly,"
Powell said.
"As a plea we could say if you don't
need it, don't use it," Powell said.
If the University were to close down
after the spring break, there are
several options for making the time up,
according to Powell.
"With commencement exercises and
summer school scheduled as they are it
would be hard to make days up at the
end of the year. Saturday classes
wouldn't be too hard to organize and an
extended day would be feasible if there
was enough electricity," Powell said.

(SkaM ky JO* TBOtMSON I

Enchanted
One can be overwhelmed by the beauty of a winter's snow,
but students may begin wondering when spring sun and
blooming foliage will start to catch their eye. This student

reflects on what changes spring may bring to a frozen lake in
Jacobson Park off Richmond Road in Lexington.

Faculty discuss consumer trends
(continued f rom page 11
grant, answered Masden's remarks
later in the program.
Student can't tell whether a teacher
has covered the subject matter of a
course, he said.
"In student
evaluations you are at best measuring
student (consumer) satisfaction."
Dr. Virginia Falkenburg, assistant
professor of psychology, told the
audience, that faculty, like any group,
must prove its effectiveness.
Teachers face a whole list of responsibilities from meeting assigned classes
and being knowledgeable to carrying
committee work to performing research in their fields. But, she added, the
top priority and the most difficult
responsibility is to education—to
facilitate learning at all times.
Despite the demands of pressure

Sop
VJSi

groups and outsiders, she said accountability was necessary because "it
causes us to state our objectives and
come to grips with evaluation."
Administrators often face accountability issues in dealing with external councils and agencies who control aspects of the University.
Dr. John Rowlette, vice president for
academic affairs, explained the
problems involved in obtaining accreditation for programs where such
recognition is desirable and those
where it is mandatory.
The state Council on Higher
Education, which must approve any
new degree program the University offers, demands an ever-increasing
amount of attention from administrators.
Former state senator John Lackey
presented the fourth view of ac-

countability, advising the university
"to get someone to bring some friction
in" in order to tighter such processes as
writing budgets and choosing presidents.
As a legislator, he said, he had been
disturbed by the tendency to Increase
the budget and "increase the empire
and milk the taxpayers."
He added, "No amount of scrutiny by
any Council on Higher Education is
going to settle these questions of accountability."
The more administrators involved in
the process, "the trouble you
have pinning something down," Lackey
declared.
Looking at highter education from a
"dollar and cents standpoint," Lackey
said the politician sees accountability
as a means of cracking down waste In
the-system.
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EVERYTHING
MUST GO!
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WE CAN'T GIVE IT AWAY But We'll Sell It

For NEXT TO NOTHING!
^Complete Merchandise Changes^
All Present Merchandise At

If the coal strike lasts much longer
and if the weather stays cold, classes
may be canceled, giving students an extra vacation.

SPECIALS
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IMPORTS

Sliced to Order

Halm's Bologna
it>. $1.49
Cooked Roast Beef... ib. $1.79
Fresh Onion Dip
ib 69°
^ Baked Beans
»>. Wf

MUST GO In The
Next Two Weeks
Everythingy2Price Or Less

Land O'Lakes

American Cheese

■». $1.79

Brick Cheese

ib.'UB

Wisconsin
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Great Bargains On Gifts, Jewelry, Plants, Planters, Decorations,
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Baked In Store

Silk Flowers and Arrangements, Soaps, Candles, Potting Soil,
Plant Hangers, Incense, Posters, Home, Room, & Dorm Decorations

Italian or French Bread.. .ioaf 49°

Open 24 Hours—7 Days

lower level

UNIVERSITY

Thompson's

SHOPPTNG

FOODLINER

CENTER

SHOPPERS VILLAGE PLAZA

1

Hours:

^

10-6 Mon., Tues.,
*■

Wed., & Sat.

10-8 Thurs. & Fri.
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